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Surface velocity observations from the Canary Basin of the northeast Atlantic 
Ocean are studied with empha~is on the region of the Azores Current. Data arc based 
on rrajectorie :o; of 155 \VOCE-standard Lagrangian surface drifters drogued at 15 m 
depth. Over 52,()(X) daily velocity estimates are available for the re gion 45" W, 25 0 
:--J and SoW, 45" N for July 1991 through March 1995. A clC<lf vicw of the mean 
Azore s Current emerges arollnd 34 n N with average speeds of ~ 10 cm/s and eddy 
kinetic energy ~ lSI cml/sl . The Current moves eastward beyond Madeira Island to 
join the southwestward flowing Canary Current. Part of the flow bi furcates west of 
the Madeira Plateau around 23° W. Eddy kinetic energy in the Camu), Current region 
is only -80 cmZ/s1 even though mean speeds are similar to those in the Azores 
Current. 
Zonal averages of the flow show sigllificant convergence in th e meridional 
velocity north of the Azores Front. A time history of the frontal locations is 
developed based on SST and drifter information . A methodology is presented fo r 
converting drifter observati ons into along-front and cross· front coordinates. Although 
these frontal locations do not faiLhfully track the location of the main subsurface 
fron t, p311icularly in the eastern portion of the domain, mean velocities in frontal 
coordinates su pport the hypothesis that large-sc<lle subduction of surface waters in 
this region is concentrated in a region of convergence associated \'l ith the Azorcs 
Front, particularly from the north. 
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The advent of satellites has opened up a whole new dimension in our ability to 
observe, study, and acquire detailed synoptic infonnation abom th.e Earth's land, sea, and 
atmosphere environment:;. The devel.opment of satellite-tracked drifting buoys has enabled 
us to gain basic information on ocean surface currents and other properties and how they 
vary 011 a regional basis. -Ine combination of these two technologies has given the 
oceanographic research COiTllmullty powerful new tools to analyze and describe many oceanic 
features remotdy_ Simultaneous wide area coverage is now possible, thus saving the great 
expense of ship operations. However, renvtely sensed data from satellites and dri fting buoys 
can only provide :nformation abo ut the surface of the ocean and its uppermost mixed layer 
The depth of th is mixed layer varies with season and location but is on the order of 
tens of meters thick. It is here that momentum and buoyancy are e.\changed bel\veen the 
atmosphen~ and the deeper ocean below. Many oceanographic field programs have been 
conducted with the specific aim of describing the g1"O\\'th and decay of the mixed layer under 
various air-sea interactions (e.g., Tabata, 1965; Davis et aI. , 1981; Paduan and deSzocke, 
1986; Paduan et aI., 1988) . Even more studies have attempted to model the evolution of 
mixed layer depth, temperature, and velodty. The simplest of these models consider bulk 
rTIlxerllaycrs in which velocity and temperature ace constant. Parameterizatiuns of turbulent 
kinetic energy at the mixed layer base are then respunsible for mixing (c.g., Kraus and Turner, 
1967: Niikr ami Kraus, 1977) Other models use Richardson number depeooent mix:ing (e.g., 
Pollard et aI., 1973; Price et aL (986). In all cases, one-dimensional assumptions limit the 
usefulness of these models over long time periods 
Important links between the processes in the mixed layer and deep ocean circulation 
have Ix:en found and lnodeled theoretically by Luyten et al. (191)3) (Figure 1.1a). These links 
occur in specifIC ocean area~ where deep (subsurface) isopycnals are known to intersect the 
bottom of the mixed layer or the sea surface. This process is known as outcropping. The 
northeast Atlantic Ocean is an area where deep isopycnais extending from points south of the 
region outcrop at the surface. This observation is critical in light of th e theory of Luyten et 
a!. (1983). 'Illey have shown how south of the outcropping lati tude. water motion within 
isopycnallayers can Ix: predicted based on the conservation of potential vorticity. whij.":h is 
determined by the layer thickness and latitude. Thus, given a distribution of deep isopycnal 
layers, the corresponding deep ocean circulation can be simply rmxleled. 
The collection of deep ocean density data is quite diffiullt to obtain, however. A 
more practical starting poillt would be based on observations at the ocean surface, particularly 
in the forLing regions of the outlTOpping i~opycnal<;. If a predictive link can be made between 
mixed layer processes in the outcrop region and the thickness of deep isopycnals, then the 
deep ocean circulation can Ix: forecast without the need for deep ocean in situ measurements 
B. AREA OF INTEREST 
Understanding the link between mixed layer processes and the distribution of deep 
isopycnah in an outcrop area was the purpose of an oceanographic field program sponsored 
by the Office of NavaJ Research (ONR) in the Canary Basin region of the northeast Atlantic 
11le program was rderred to as the SUBDUC1l0N Expcrim:::nL The name reflects the belief 
that, according to the theory of Luyten et aL (1983), water from the mixed layer mllst be 
descending, finding its way into the upper thermoc line in th is area, and setting the thickness 
properties of isopycnal layers. This process of downwelling water making its way into the 
thermocline is rderred to as subduction (Figure 1.1b.). In othcr words. sulxluctiorl can be 
thought of as the ventilation ofmid-depttl waters. (In this context, thermocline refers to the 
pcm1Jnent thennocline below 100 m and not to the seasonal thermocline, which is expected 
to incorporate and release water from the mixed layer during the course of the seasonal 
cycle,) 
Many time series and survey measurements were made in the SUBDUCTION region, 
which e:<:tends from the AlOres Islands southward to the Canary Islands and from the west 
coast of North Africa westward to the Mid-Atlalltic Ridge. For the purposes of this thesis 
ollr area of interest is deflTleo by a box extending from 25" N to 45 0 Nand 5 C W to 45° 
\V (Figure 1.2). 
l1Je Canary Basin is a likely area for subduction because the region of interest spans 
the latitude banrl where, cJin1Jtologically, wind stress cur! is negative as a result of westerlies 
in the nonhern portion of the area giving way to easterlies in the southern portion of the area 
This wind forcing produccs Ekman convergence and downwelling currcnts. Therefore the 
surface wind-driven curreTllS are expected to be convergent on average. Fwthermore, lllo~t 
of the convergence i~ expected to result from north-south currents given the smaller east-weSt 
variability in the wind forcing. Tn such an area, zonal (east-west) averages of current should 
show a convergent pattern as a function of latitude 
The process ofsutxiuction is not fully understood. One major question that exists is 
whether the process L~ a distributed one spread over the entire region or whether the process 
is concentrated at oceanographic frOntS as modelllXl by Niiler and Re.ynolds (1984) (Figure 
1.3), A major oceanographic front, the A:wres FronL is present in the SUBDUCTION 
region. Deployments of drifters we.re conee.ntrate.d along latitude. lines north and south of 
the frontal region in order to detect the presence of frontal convt:rgt:nce and possible 
asymmetly in the mean currents and Nldy characteristics relative to the front. 
C. AZORES FRONT 
The path of the Gulf Stream appears to split into two branches, onc turning north to 
form the North Atlantic Curren! (NAC) and the other turning southeast and south to the 
Newfoundland Rise. lltis branch of the subtropical North Atlantic gyre is the source region 
for the Azores Current (AC). The Azores Current flows across the Canary Basin at roughly 
34 0 N and has three main southward recirculation branches which join the westward flowing 
North Equatorial Current (NEC). These branche..'>, which vary seasonally and interannually 
(Strarmna and Sioo!er, 1988), are found just east of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, in the central 
Canary Basin, and near the western coast of North Africa (Klein and Sicd1cr, 1989) (Figure 
1.4). 
Associated with the Azores Current is an oceanic front, thc Azores Front. lbis 
narrow subtropical front (between 50 - 100 kru) is characterizoo by strong Ekman 
convergence and a relatively large horilOntal thermohalint: gradient (Stramma and MUller, 
1989). Temperature gradients of approximatrly 5 °c ovr.r a range of 200 km can be seen 
in til<': main subsurface front in accordance with geostrophic/thermal wind balance. 
Hydrograp hic survey, show salinity gradients 1O be on the order of 0.2 %<> ov~r 200 km 
(Gould, 1985). Warm. salty water is found 1O the south, while colder, fresher water is found 
to the north. Thus, salinity is somewhat compensating in the density gradient. Historically, 
the frolll has been observed between 32° Nand 36° N (Krauss and Kase, 1984; Gould, 
1985; Srramma and Miilkr, 1989) (Figure J .2). This region of the front is referred to as the 
Frontal Zone (FZ). West of 30~ W, the front is limited to the south by the 18°C water of 
the Sarga,so Sea. Little variation of :Mediterranean water properties through the [TOnt is 
noted. East of 30 0 W. the front is no longer bowlded by the 18 "c water, and 
ykditerranean water has been observed only on its northern side (Gould, 1985). 
SII~veys in 1981 show that the frontal strutture penetrates to a depth of 2000 m, with 
the main water contrasts being confined to the up~r 400 III of the water colunm. In the mid­
summer. the front is well-capped by a strong seasonal ulermocline, while in the winter 
conditions permit a surface thermal expression (persistent clOl ld cover can prevent detection 
by sateUite infra-red sensors) (Gould, 1985). Ilowever, it is doubtful whether a significant 
seasonal signal penetrates 10 depths greater than 300 m in the frontal area (Robinson et aI., 
1979) 
Mesoscale circulations in the Azores-:Madeira region are dominated by the meandering 
of the Azores Front/Current and its associated eddies (Kase and Siedkr. 1982: Kase et aI., 
1985, 1986). A series of swveys conducted in 1980 by the Soviets also confllm the SW 
Azores ill-ea to be one of high mesoscale activity and as a source for eddies which propagate 
into the western basin of the North Atlantic. They found that the interaction of near-surface 
flows with the complex batn}1TlClry may be an iJl"lfKlrtant factor in the eddy generation process 
(Kort, 1981; Kort et aL 1983). Others have found some numerical and observational reasons 
to think that pan of this rresoscale variabiJity may result from the barocli.nic instability of the 
Azores Current (Kase el aI., 1985; Kielmann and Kasc, 1987; Spall. 1990). 
Measurements of mesoscale vwiability were made by Rjchardson (1 983) who 
calculated the eddy kinetic energy (EKE) distribution for 2 0 lat/long hoxes from satellite-
tracked drifting buoys. His analysis showed high energy (> 200 cnas2 ) around 40 0 N. 40 c 
Wand at 32° - 34 0 N, 32° - 34 0 w, close to the frontal zone. 111e surface currents implied 
by these values are 15 - 20 cm/s. 
Precise surveying of the Azores Front has been recently analyzed by Rudnick and 
LU)1en (1995). They used the tracers of potential density and potential vorticity to show 
dense water from the north side of the front sliding down beneath the surface outcrop. Their 
horizontal velocities were nearly paraiJel to the isopycnals, indicating that the time fate of 
change and vertical advection must be small. The importance ofvenical circulation at fronts 
has been deITK)(1strated by numerous studies. Pollard and Rieger (1990; 1992 ) also examined 
vertical circulation through tracers and by solution of Ihe omega equation_ Their studies of 
the subtropical front in the western NOith Atlantic have inferred vertical velociTies as strong 
as 40 m/day. Rudnick (1995) uses one of the fIrst fully three-dimensional versions of the 
omega equation (assuming quasigeostropruc dynamics) to solve for verti(.;al vC".iocities and 
rates of sutx:luction at the Azores Front. Maximum vertical velocities on the order of 2 x 10" 
mls (approximately 20 mlday) were found at a depth of 200 - 300 m. The resu lting 
ageostrophic circulation cells were found to Ix p0tentiaUy important rr~chansisms of 
stratification and subduction in the upper ocean of the Azores Front 
Envirollinelllally, the Azores region is an area of great biological productiv it y 
evidenced by its ricll fishing ground (Parfit, 1995). 'Ille frontal concen:ration of subducting 
waters is hypothesized to be responsible for the vertical transport of large volumes of 
nutr ients and oxygen, and associated planktonic life, to deeper depths below the ellphotic 
lOne (1 % light level). Previous studies conducted off the northern California coast as part 
of the Coastal Transition Zone (crZ) program show the occurrence of layers or high 
com:enrrations of phytoplankton at these depths due to frontal subducti on (Wasbum et aI., 
1991: Kadko et al. , 1(91). These studies SIIPpOr! the frontal subduction hypothesis by a 
variety of physicat biological, and geochemical indicators including znRn. dissolved 0 ., and 
chlorophyll. Kadko et al. ' s (1991) gcochemical data indicate that this transpon was rapid 
with venical velocities on the order of 20 - 30 m/day. These vertical motions are similiar to 
the magnitudes trcasurC',d by Rudnick (1995). Venital sutxiuction is evidenced by high l ~vds 
of chlorophyU, defIciencies of 222Rn, and a local maxima of dissolved oxygen. 1lIUS, we can 
safely assume these same physical processes are happ~n ing along the Azores Front and can 
explain its biological pnxluctivity 
tn subsequent analyses, the drifter data arc divided into regions as a function of 
latitude. For continuity with Giannetti (J 993), zonal averages arc investigated and th~ frontal 
Zone is considered to extend lx:twcen 33 0 N and 35 Q N 
D. APPROACH, SCO PE, AND OBJECfIVES 
fhis thesis is a foUow-on study to that conducted hy Giannctti (1993) . His work 
concentrated on charaCteril.ing the mean currents of the nUxed layer in the SUBDUCTION 
Experiment. He provided a complete suite of Lagrangian statistics which would be useful to 
numerical modelers needing Sllch statistics to parameterize and validate global ocean 
circulation modcl~. Data collected from 36 surface drifters deployed from July 1991 to May 
1993 in the Northeast Atlantic Ocean were analyzed. Statistical parameters calculated 
included n-ean currents, rne.(m eddy kinetic energies, mean Lagrangian integral time and length 
scales and mean diffusivity. Investigators from Scripps Instimtion of Oceanography (510) 
are also actively developing a set of drifter statistics using a Cartesian latitude(longituoe box 
binning process (Paduan et al., 1995), They are using National Meteorological Cell ter 
(."{MC) wecldy mean sea surface temperature (SSl) data to calculate vertical heat flllxes alld 
horizontal advection. 
For thi.:; thesis a larger a.nd longer drifter data set was analyzed than that of Giannetti 
(1993). Seasonal deployments of five to ten drifters continued to oc done as part of the 
SUBDUCTION experiment through 1993. The drifter rleployments were conducted within 
the context of the larger-scale World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) Surface 
Velocity Program (SVP). A larger release of 40 swface drifters was made in October 1991 
in conjunction .... ith the French SEMAPHORE Experiment. In all. over 52,000 booy days 
(hased on daily interpolated drifter positiolls) are available for lUlalysis from a total of 155 
separately deployed drifters. Chapter II describes these drifters and their dataset 
TIle problem of using at Cartesian box averages for drifter statisti c~ is apparent when 
the oceanographic feature of interest. the Azores Front. moves in alld Oll t of the boxes. 
Separating Ollt eddy kineuc energy (EKE) due to anllal eddies. jetS and mearwJers versus EKE 
due to the migration of the n-ont becomes very difficult. This migration can efft".ctively 
"contam:nate" data meant to describe motion re lative to the fronL Computed areas of 
convergence or divergence. positive or negative vortic ity are more suspect sino::e fronta l 
spatial evolution could account fo r all the derived ~tatistics. Morion duc to drifters follow ing 
converging, subducting currents woukl be blended in these values. ReSll l t~ from this method 
of averagi.ng could then be biased. 
The original approach taken for thi s thesis was to examine the spatial and temporal 
evolution o f the Azores F ron t using weekly composited satellite images of SST, drifter 
trajectories, and isolated hydrographic surveys. TIle goal was to see if the combination of 
sea surface temperature gradients. "characteristic" temperatures, and drifter trajectories could 
be used to track the fronfs location. Our goal then was to produce an orthogonal curvilinear 
coordinate system to be used in cOIliPuting ITlulti -year statistics_ Given the location of the 
Azores Front. along-front and cross-front vdocities of the drifters should provide a clearer, 
more focust".J pictW'c of eddy kinctic energy, convergence, subduction, and other associa ted 
processes. An e~tirnatt"-d fromallocation was derived by combining the standard 10 by 10 
w~kly mea" SST product from NMC with intt:rpolated drifter vdocities for drifters in the 
area during the SaID;'; week. 1ltis rough frontal location was then used to calculate the mul ti­
year statistics 
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter II describes the Lagrangian drifters and 
the proce:ssing of the dataset they produced. Chapter III covers as pects of oceanoguphic 
satellite data and image processing used to obtain thc SST dataset. Chapter IV focu~es un 
how the Azo res Front was locatcd and fixed. It also dctails the me th odology for producing 
a frontal, curvilinear orthogonal coordinate system given an estabushed front. Chapter V 
provides the results and interpretatio n of the statistical analysis. Conclusions and 




Longitude (degrees West) 
Figure 1.2 Study domain area with 0 and 2000 m isobaths Bo)( dWQLes area used in 
analyses. 
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WINTER SUMMER 
Figure L.3 Schematics of the Summer (left) and Winter (right) circula tion patterns in the 
vertical and meridional direction. Hypothesi~d circulatio n around subtropical front 
adapted from Niiler and Reynolds (1984) showing cold, fresh (C,F) water subducting 
beneath warm, salty (W,S) water 
13 
Figure 1.4 Mean aMual Azores Current (AC) being fed from the North Atlantic Current 
over the Newfoundland Rise (NR). From Klein and SiedJer (1979). 
14 
IT. DRIFTER DATASET 
A. SATELLITE-TRACKED SURFACE DRIFTERS 
Low eanh-orbit satel lites with positioning sensors have made itpossiblc to remotely 
[Tack the position o f dr ifting buoys on the SLtrface of the ocean. The time rate of change of 
dr ifter position gives estimates of the surface currents. Sm.:h measurements can be used to 
gain new information about the ocean mixed layer. Currcnt measurement, from dri fting 
bLto ys are panicularly wcll-suited to provide spatial information, although they usually do not 
provide ~illerocntS at more than one depth (Padllan and :" Jiiler. 1995). Early deployments 
of satellite·rral:keo drifters provided basic infonnation about surface curr~nts and their 
variability in milnyregions (Kirwan et a I. , 1976; Kirwan et al. , 1971L McNally, 198 1; Krauss 
and Boning, 1987; Richardson, 1983) 
~'lore recently, it has been shown that the performance of drifting buoys as water 
fo llowers depends criticaJly on the design of the instnmlCnt (Niiler and Paduan, 1995). Niiler 
et al. ( 19R7, 1995) descri be actual measurements of slip past drogue element~ for various 
drogue designs and wind conditions. They show Ihat both the shape of the drogue and its 
drag area relative to the drag area of the surface float plus tether are important parameters. 
The shape of the drogue must be rigid and symmetric so Ihat the drogue does not produce 
an airfoil dfect that could move it at an angle to thc direct ion of the CWTent. The drag 
characteristil:s of a drifter are characterized by the drag area ratio. R, which gives the ratio 
of tile drag of the drogue to the co mbined drag of the surface fl oat pl us tdh~r. For properly 
constmcted drifters with drag area ratios greater than 40, the CWTent sli p past t ll~ drogue (tht': 
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error) is less than 2 cmis fo r INind speeds up to 20 mls. Early-generation drifters with low 
drag area ratios (R < 10) had significant downwind slip, which led to some incdrw.:t 
interpretations of the Ekman response in the mixed layer (McNally, 1981; McNaUy et al" 
1989). Niikr and Paduan (\995) show that properly constructed drifters appro:>;imate much 
ITOfe dosely the theoretical motion in an Ekman boundary layer where water moves at right 
angks to the wind 
The primary goal of drifter measurements during . the SUBDUCTION and 
SE.MAPHORE Experiments was to study the currents in the Ekman layer and, with the 
advantage of many thousands of observations over several years, attempt to observe the 
expected surface convergence during a period when eXlCnsive meteorological and deeper 
hydrographic and float measurements were obtained . Drifters arc a good way to attempt this 
difficult measurement because they have much shorter integral time scales than do moorC(1 
instruments and they are also relatively ine:>;pensive. In fact, since lale 1990, the hall-life of 
drifters has increased to 400 days. Projected costs in 1996 will be about $2600 per unit and 
by 19'18, $2200 per unit (NiiJer, 1995). These factors mean that a large number of 
independent observations of sllli'ace velocity can be obtained from an array of dri.f1ing huoys. 
Large numbers of observations arc required to measure mean currents and their divergence 
fiekl in the mixl::d layer because of the large contributions by mesoscale eddies. (Mixed layer 
velocity variability is usually many times greater than the mean currenL) 
The instruments used consist of ARGOS ·tracked surface drifters with ·'holey sock" 
drogue elements. They were constructed according to specifications of the WOCE SVP. 
'The WOCE/fCXJA Lagrangian Drifter Constructi.on Manual" (Sybrandy and KiiJer, 1991) 
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describes thr drifter manufacturing procedures, which are now used in at lea.,t ten countries. 
These drifters have a drag area ratio of 41. Fig ure 2.1 shows a scale drawing of the drifter 
illustrJting the relative sizes of tile surface and subsurface floJts and the drogue c lement. Tllr 
midpoint of th e drogue dement is 15 m below the water line. The sunacr float. houses the 
antenna, ARGOS rransmittrr , batteries, and a through-hull sea surface tcmperarure sensor 
A drogur-on sensor was also mounted in the surface floats to detect whethelthe drogue 
remained attached or not. The sensor failed to produce useful data for these dr ifters during 
the first year of tile experin"ent. The sensor did work successfully in the larer years. For this 
fust year. then, no direc t measure of whether the drogues remainr-d attached or not is 
available. For the purposes of ttill; study, drifter position data from that first year was treated 
as drogued data. Indirect ev idence. suc h as tbe overall lack of downwind motion, suggests 
that the drogues wrre, in fact, in place during the whole period. Position dat.a from later years 
for which drogues werr known to be missing were not used. 
B. 	 DRIFTER DATA COLLECTION AND LOCATION 
Owrview of ARGOS Syst.em 
rhe driftrrs were remotely rracker:! using the ARGOS Data Collection and Loca tion 
System (DCLS). The ARGOS DCLS provides an operational satellite-based means to 
collect. locate, and di~scminatr environ~ntal data. Development of the system was achieved 
through a cooperative effort among Ccnrre National d'Etu r:!cs Spatialcs (CNES), NOAA, and 
NASA and became operational in October 1978. The ARGOS DCLS is administered by 
SClviee Argos, Inc . Wil11ll1 the United States, and by CLS/Service Argos, S. A. in France. 
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The ARGOS DCLS has four subsystems: 
(1) The Platform Transmitter Tenninal (PIT) used on the surface drifter 
(2) The Data Recovery Unit (DRU) package aboard two NOAA polar orbiters 
(3) The telemetry receiving stations, data ingest and decommumtion ~ystem, and 
communication links to the data processing centers. 
(4) Two data processing centers, located at Landover, Maryland, and Toulouse, France. 
Each centcr processes platform location and sensor data and disseminates the data through 
communication networks. 
There are two basic P1T categories: the locator type, equipped with good quality 
oscillators used for both location and data collection; and the data collection only type, 
equipped with lower quality oscillators. The characteristics of ARGOS PIT can be found 
in th~ Service Argos manual. The accuracy of PTT positions depends on maily factors, 
including the stability of the transmitter oscillator, but is usually better than 0.5 km (Rao et 
aL 1990). 
The space s~gmem of the ARGOS DCLS consists of two NOAA polar-orbiting 
satellites. Onboard DRUs receive messages transmitted by P1T within the satellite's area of 
coverage (a swath approximately 2500 Ion eith~r side of the subsatellite track). Each satellite 
is capable of making its own determination of drifter position each time the drifter is in view 
of the sensors for a sufficient length of time (on the order of minutes). Doppler shift of 
transmitter frequency with time ob~erved by the satellite, together with accurate knowledge 
of the satellite's position, places the drifter within a half cone of possible locations with the 
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satellite at the apex of the cone. TIle intersection of that location cone wi th the ocean surface 
limits the possible: locations to just two positions symrnetrically located with respect to the 
,atellite ground track (Figure 2.2l · Prior known locations plus a range of realistic drifter 
velocities is used to resolve the final amhiguity 
Since there are normaJJy two satellites in operation, a minimum of four positions per 
day are obtained from a PIT in Equatorial regions and up to 28 positions per day in polar 
areas. In temperate latitudes, such as the Canary Basin domain , eight positions per day are 
typicaL 111is assumes a full time operating PIT. 
Each rime a satelJite passes over one of three telemetry receiving stations (Wallops 
Island, Virginia; Fairbanks. Alaska; and Lannion. France) all recorded data arc transmitted. 
All ARGOS data received hy these stations are sent via the NOAA/NESDIS facility at 
Suitland, tvlaryland, to the ARGOS Data Processing Centers at Toulouse and Landover where 
the following operations are performed (Figw·e 2.3): 
(I) Decoding of PTf messages and collversion of data into physical units. 

(2) Vcry accurate computation of satellite orbits 

(3) Computation of PTf positions from orbiwl data and Doppler shifts 

(4) Computer storage of all results for user access. 

Since each transmission is also rebroadcast by the satellite as soon as it is received, anyone 

with a downlink receiver within the range of the satellite can receive data from drifter PlTs 

in view of the satelli te at the same lime. 

Data colh1:ed by the ARGOS DeLS is tllen obtained from Service Argos. They arc 
available on computer files attessibk by telephone. telex, or cOJrununicariun networks, 
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generally within four hours after receipt of data. Processed data are avail able on compUTer 
compatible tapes. print outs, or floppy disks every two to four weeks. Formatted data arc 
distributed over lhe Global Telecommunicat ion System (GTS). TIle user can access three 
typcsoffiles ' 
(1) The "AJOUR" rJJe containing the past 24 hours of location and sensor data for each PIT. 
(2) The "TELEX" file, containing, in chronological order for the past 100 hours, one sensor 
message and corresponding location per satell ite pass for each PTT. 
(3) 11le "DISPOSE" file containing, in chronological order for the past 100 hours, all location 
data and all sensor messages for each sate lli te pass and each PlT. (Rao et. a1., 1990) 
2. Global Drifter Center and Data Assembly Center 
Lagrangian surtacc drifter data is processed further once it is collected by the ARGOS 
DCLS. From Service Argos in both Landover and Toulouse, drifter data are sent monthly 
to the newly consolidated Global Drifter Center (GDC) and Data Assembly Center (DAC) 
at the NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological L'Iooralory (AOML) in Miami, 
F1orida . The GDC is responsible fOf Shipping and deploying the drifters. while the DAC is 
responsihle for creating a research quality dataset of surface velocity and SST. Data from 26 
different ARGOS program;. 25 scientists, and 12 countries are presently acquired at the DAC 
(Bushnell,1995) 
Raw data (from Service Argos on ninc track tape~) arc quality controlled by removal 
of outliers, primarily by using rate of (; hange constraints. A ullifonn time series of position 
and sensor data at six hour time ~teps is then created using optimum interpolatioll (OT) logic. 
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Uncertainty estimates are ircluded for e,lch value (BushnelL 1995). Data processing 
pron:d un::s and the optimum interpolation lo gic arc more fuUy desnibed by Hansen and 
Poulain (1995). Finally. the DAC provides the dataset to the Canadian Marine Environmental 
Data Service (t.-JEDS) for permanent archive and public dissemination 
J. Argos Drifter Error 
Error in drifter position data occurs from two SOUIcrs: 1) error in the positions 
derived from the ARGOS system as described ahove and 2) error due to slippagr of water 
past the drog ue element. TIus la ttrr error is discussed in thr next section. Frrors in the 
ARGOS posit ions themselves are well documented. The operators of the system specify the 
accuracy of position fixes in terms of the standard deviation of positions about a known point 
Too ne<ins that. assuming a normal dimibUlion of the error, 68% of the calculated values fall 
inside a radius equal to th e standard deviation from the real position. Each fix indudes an 
indicator of the positionconfuleu::e based on the length of time the satdlitr was able to rrack 
the drifter on the ocean surface. These indicators (dasses) arc I, 2, or 3. The standard 
deviations for thesr classes are JOOO m, 450 m, or 150 m, respcctively. 
'nle data in this study is derived from positions with a mixture of location c lasses. An 
opportun.ity to estimate the position accuracy and precision for the geographical location of 
this study was given by a drifter that apparently stuck on land (Sao Jorge Island), or was 
abandoned on land. It continued to hroadcast fOJ ovrr om:: yea.l from the same location. T he 
standard deviations of the locations wert~ 383 m in thr east-\vest diJecrion and 359 III in lhe 
north"somh direction relative to the year- long mean position (Giannetti, 1993). These values 
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provide the best measure of the ARGOS system position accuracy for the dataset used in this 
study 
C. QUASI.LAGRANGIAN NATUR}: OF THE DRIFTERS 
The second source of error in the drifter position data is caused by the slippage of 
water past the drogue elements. This is due to the dfec! of wind and waves on the surface 
float and tether components as well as the effect of venical shear on the drogue itself. ['or 
the panicular drifters used in this study, field lests have been conducted to calibrate the slip 
past the drogue elements as a function of wind speed and velocity shear (Niiler et al.. 1987; 
1995) . The calibration was accomplished by attaChing current meters to the top and hattom 
of the drogue elcrrrnts for various sizes of drogues under varying wind conditions. Niiler et 
al. (1995) present the best-fit mxlel for correcting drifter motion as a function of wind speed. 
shear, and the drifter drag area ratio . For the holey-sock drifters used in this study, the 
velocity error riue to slippage past the drogue element is less than 2 cm/s for wind speeds up 
to 20 m/s. For typical wind speeds the error due to slip is less than I cm/s, which is 
comparahle to the error of modem moored current meters (Weller and Davis. 1980). ~t is 
important to note that earlier-generation drifters with small drag ratios experienced 
significantly more error due to slip (Niiler and Paduan, 19(5). The drifters used in this study 
are also quasi-Lagrangian tracers of water motion because they are confined to one level 
(approximately 15 m) and do not follow water motions in three riimensions. TIus two­
dimensional aspect of the instruments does not, howev!::r, afft:ct the stlldy of horizontal 
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O. OVERVfEW OF DATA RETURNED 
Spatial Coverage 
A summary of the spatial coverage obtained by tile drifter dala is presented in Figure 
2.4. which shows the tra~etories of all SUBDUCTION and SEMAPUORE drifters passing 
through the study area dUJing the period investigated in thi; study_ One hundred and fifty-five 
separate drifters are represented in the figille. 'llle trajectories ;lie based on daily interpolated 
positions. (The imeIpolatioli procedure is descri~d below_) The drifter coverage extends 
approximately over a 1000 Ion x 1000 km portion of the northeast Atlantic Ocean between 
the Azores Islands and the Canary Islands. TIle distribution peaked in Ihe vicinity of 34 0 N 
and 25" W (Figure 2.4). TIle distributions are more concentrated along a southwest axis 
extending from this center to 25° Nand 35" W. The non-uniJonn natun: of the data 
distribution could effect drifter-derived velocity averages in the presence of Ul rbulent 
diffusion. Th is error is known as alTay bias and is described in detail in Davis (1991). This 
thesis does account for array bias. Paduan et at (1995) compensate for array bias using this 
same drifter dataset and find it to be typically < 2 em/s for the mean cUlfent calculation. 
Initial deplo)~nent loca6olls for the 155 drifters analyzed in this study are shown in 
Figure 2.5. Most of these instruments were deployed by voluntt:er observing ships traveling, 
primmily, between 11iami and Gibraltar. The deployment locations are scattered tru'oughout 
rhe data area but there are also hi gh concentrations along latitudt: lines on tht: northern and 
southern side of the clirnmologio:.:al lati tude of the Azores Front. 
Mesoscale eddies are reflected in th~ drifter trajectories of Figure 2.6. Despite this 
eddy activity, the striking part of the trajectory data is thai very few drifters moved out of the 
area of the Canary Basin, even though they drifted within the region for up to two years. This 
is in sharp contrast to observations based on ear~er-generation drifters that were less effl!:ctiv~ 
water followers 
2. Temporal Coverage 
Drifters were released at various times during the SUBDUCTION field program. 
They were generally deployed in groups of four or five from the volunteer ships. A larger 
release of 40 sill1acc drifters was made from research vessels in October 1993 in conjunction 
with the French SEMAPHORE Experiment. The temporal ~xtent of each of the drifters is 
shown in Figure 2.7. Also shown in Figure 2,7 is the total number of daily observlj.tions 
available each day. The deployment groupings of four or five drifttrs afe clearly visible in the 
figure:. Many of the jnstrument~ operated for a very long period with 73 drifters operating 
for at least 15 months. At the end of Ihe study period (31 March 1995), 40 drifters wer~ still 
operating within the study area 
In subsequent analyses, drifter data is divided into seasonal groupings in a m\lJm er 
sitnilar to that described for the regional groupings by latitude. The number of daily 
observations available ill each month is also shown in Figure 2.8. A continuous increase in 
avutlable data is seen for the first nine months, after which the numocr of daily observations 
peaks by Autumn 1993 at around 1800. The sea.~onal grouping of data was actually done by 
comhining data for a given season from ali available years. Figure 2.8, shows the number of 
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available daily observations by month where multiple y~ars hav~ been combined. A fairly 
uniform number of observ ations is available for rach month except for the month of June, 
which IS under-represented bet:ause the observH\ions used in this study beg,m in July 1991 and 
ended in March 1995. nll~ seasonal groupings were defined as three-month periods and 
referred to as Winter (Jan - Mar), Spring (Apr - Jun) , SIllTllrer (Ju1 - Sep), and Autumn (Oct-
Dec). The dataset covers four seasons for eaeh of the three month-long seasonal divisions 
used in the study. Figures 2.9 shows the spatial distribution of observations for each of the 
E. CONSIDERATION OF THE TRANSMITTER DUTY CYCLE 
The utility of drifting buoy measurements as used in this study derives from the large 
number ofindepcndent velocity samples that can be obtained for a reasonable cost. Although 
the techno logical trend since the advent of satellite-based tracking has been toward less 
expensive and longer lived drifters, the tracking CO StS of the ARGOS system - as it has been 
operated to date - have remained relatively high. The cost to track one drifter for one full 
year is approximately $4000, which is larger than the approximate $3000 cost of the 
instmments themselves. In order to reduce cracking costs, the transmitters in these drifters 
were programmed to operate for 24 hours and thcn stop operating for 48 hours. lllis 
rransmi~sion schedule incllfS chargcs of one third the full-on rate (approx. $1300/year) at the 
scientific rxprnsr of higher frequency observations of the su.rface currents. 
During the day in which the drifter transmi tters operate, several location fixes are 
typically r=ived. Giannetti (1993) shows for a subset of the data a histogram of the number 
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of fixes per day during the days when the transmitters were operating for the SUBDUCTION 
drifter dataset available at that time. TypicalJy. eight position fixes were received during a 24­
hOill period when the transmitters were operating. Giannetti (1993) also shows a histogram 
of the time separation between fixes for the dataset. Time between fixes were usually less 
than six hours. The most common separation was one and a half hours. Peaks in the 
histogram for time separations around 48 hours were found due to the preprogrammeJl48­
hour shutdown mode. Even though several locations per day are received whell the 
transmitter is on, it is only possible to resotve !mtions with periods greater than 48 hours due 
to large gaps u! the location data. All analyses in this study are confined to these "Iow­
frequency" oXltions. T1J.is excludes, for example. tnotions at the inertial period, which is about 
15 hours at the lalitudes of this study. 
F. 	 DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERPOLATION PROCEDURES 
Many of the statistical analyses penonned in this study require evenly-sampled lime 
111c unprocessed dataset obtained from the ARGOS system consists of irregularly­
spaced pOSition data for each drifter. TIle majority of SUBDUCTION drifters were 
programmed to transmit for 24 hours and tilln off for 48 hours. TItis was done strictly to 
save money on ARGOS tracking costs, not to conservt: batter}' life nor to optimize the 
sampling. In fact, the transmitter duty cycle actually inltibits tile ability to analyze high 
frequency motions i..n the drifter trajectories. such as inertial clUTents. The data used in this 
s:udy were processed by the WOCE/DAc' which has the responsibility of quality controlling 
lhe raw fixes received from the ARGOS system and interpolati.ng the u.nevenly sampled data 
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to ~ uniform six-hourly sample rate. \VOCE/DAC recei ves drifter da ta from all \\'OCE­
related projects around the world. (The SUBDUCTIO:,\ Experiment, lti(lugh fll'1dcd by 
ONR, was managed as a process exptriment within \VOCE.) 
Raw ARGOS drifter positions were preprocessed to remove obvious spikes in the 
data and then interpolated to unifonn six-hourly positions at NOAAjDAC using the kriging 
interpolation procedure of Hansen and Herman ( \ 989) . Because of the two-day gaps in the 
raw position data, a ftnther smoothing of the SUBDUCTION drifter data was accomplished 
by performing a two-day running average of the si:>: .houdy data. This low-pas> filtered data 
was sub-sa:-npled dai ly to provide the dr ifter dataset used in this study. 
Horizontal velocit.y ~stimates wen~ produced for each drifter by cerlter difkrencing 
the daily illterpolatct:l posit ion data. Longitude and latitude data were converted into 
kilo~ters east and west of the average drifter positioll before the velocity calculations were 
made. The finaJ processed dataset for thi,~ study ",,'ere observations of position and horizontal 
ve locity eve!)' day for each of the 155 drifters. These data were used to obtain the statistical 
descriptions presented in Chapter V. 
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on cx:cn surfuce. 
Figu re 2.2 IUustration of buoy positioning us ing the ARGOS system. Thr ARGOS 
sensors moni tor the Doppler frequency sh ift of the transmitter on the sun-ace buoy 
Knowledge of the satellite position determines the possible buoy positions at (he 
irltcrsec tions of the ~angc cone and the ocean surface Ad apted from Serv ile Argos 
System Guide (\989) 
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Figure 2.3 Telemetry ann acquisilion of nala lhrough the ARGOS data collection amI 
location system. From Service Argos Scrvicc Guide (1989). 
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Figure 2.4 Initial deployment positions of surface drifters (dots) used in this study The 
bOllndary for tomputat;OrllS shown by the box Dashed lines separate Frontal Zone f~om 
th e northe:-n ilnd sot.:thern regions 
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Figure 2.S Traj~ctories of 155 sllrface drifters for thee period from July 190 1 through 









Number of Daily Observations 
Figure 2.7 Time line ofdrif!er performance from July 199 1 through March 1995 in the 
study area. Forty driiH~rs were still in operation at the end of this period. The bold line 
shows the number of daily observations 
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Figure 2.8 Histogram of the number of daily interpolated positions OJ velocity estimates 
Civ(lilabk by m0rtlh I'm <Ill combined monTils 
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figure 2.9 Four-panel seasonal distribution of daily drifter observations 
III. SATELLITE DATASET 
Ccrtain oc~anogTaphic feature;; are well suiterl to sturly from sp~c~, as the 
western boundary currents of the Gulf Stream (east coast ami Kuroshio Currem 
(Japan). TIICir strong hori70ntal t~,mperatllTe grilfii~nts alC, ~asily loci'.t~d in satellite inf!:J.Jed 
(I k) images. I Iowever, compared with ttw Ilows along th~ w~st~ln bound"T)" th~ r;U::Tents 
ill the rniJAtlantic havc relatively vieak signaI.-;. These CUlTents have not hccn studied in ~fly 
derail until re(.:ently (Strarruna and \'liiller, 1989) 
A. OCEAN S["RFACE TEl\'1PERATlJRE MAPPTh"(; 
Electromagnetic I,F\{I s.cnsing of the ocean is limited to the txean surface and the 
irnmediau~ ')Uhsw"i"acc. The prcscn(.:c of an atmosphere imposes limitations on the spectral 
regions that can oc \lsed to observe the surface TIlis is a result of E'vl interactions with 
atmospheric and ionospheric conStituents leading to absorpti.on or scattering in sp:':Cific 
spttrralregions. 1bc occan surfacc temp:."Tatmc afIcTts the microwave and thennal emission 
of EM s.c~nsors, thus r:iving us a mechanism to remotely map t11c surface lemperatUl.e. Both 
IR rilfiiometers and passive microwave (MW) sens.ors are the sa~l.Iite instnnncnts us.cd lo 
observe sea surface lempcratW"e (SST> (Elachi, 1987) Details of hm".. ocean Sllrface 
temperature is measun:d can be found in Appendix A 
R. AVHRR DATA 
Standard Product Resolutions 
SST data from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (A VHRR) data are 
lape recorded onboard the NOAA Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites (POES). The 
POES are owned and operated by the National Environmental Satellite. Data. and 
Info nnation Service (NESDIS). a subunit of NOAA. POES AVI-IRR imagery and data are 
read out at the Fairbanks. Alaska and Wallops Island. Virginia Command and Data 
Acquisition (CDAl stations. These data can be recorded at 1. 1 km resolution (the basie 
resolution oftlle A VHRR instrument) or at 4 Jan resolution. The stored high resolution (1.1 
km) imagery is known as Local Area Coverage (LAC). Owing to the large number of data 
bi ts. only 11.5 minutes of LAC can bc accommooated on the single recorders used at 
l\'ESDIS. Temperature sensitivity at this resolution is 0.125 Cc (Moshier, personal 
communication. 1995). [n co ntrast, 115 minutes of the lower resolution (4 km) imagery, 
ealled Global Area Coverage (GAC) , can be stored on a recorder, enough to cover anentire 
102 minute orbi t of data (Cotter, 1990). Four kilorretersrepresents the best GAC resolution 
achieved at the center of the AVHRR sensor' s scan. 
2. GAC Image Compositing 
For this thesis, composite GAC data was processed by the Remotc Scnsing Group of 
the Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Scicncc (RMAS), Universit y of :Miami. 
!-lorida. They used a unique software system especially designed to support oceanographic 
satellite data and image processing called DSP (described in the next section) 
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Focusing in on the Canary Basin region required rcmapping of the CAe co:nposite 
images. The GAC composites were received in three month sets (January - March, April ­
lune, elc) at the RMAS Remote Sensing Group after a delay of three to six months for initial 
processing by the !';-ational Aeronautics and Space AdminiStfillion ~NASA). The composites 
received from the Miami group came ill "Sectors" which were 89 .8° longi tude by 89.8 ° 
lat.itude ill extent. COrrqxJsitcs containing the subduction region are in what the Miami group 
called thr North-East Atlantic sector. A subimage of that sector was created and centered 
over the Azores tJ-olltallOne 
The cornpositing process is fairly simple: t\\"o images me taken and 011 a pixel by pixel 
basis one selects the warmer of the tWO pixels. Siner cloud pixels arr quite a bit cooler than 
even the coklcst water pixels. the tendency is to select for <:.:loud free pixels. TIlis process is 
donc for a week's worth of images (to screen out persistent clouds) to urate the actual 
composite image. The result is now a coll age of bits all(i pieces of sevrral separatei:nages, 
but it does not replesent any kind of area average (Samuels. personal communication, 1995) 
Remapping of images for the Awres Front area was completed by University of 
Miami research tec/J.Ilician, Geoffrey Samuds. Pixel resolution now depends on the size of 
the remapped region. Since DSP images are 512 x 512 pixels, ul is comes to about 0.175 
del.7eesper pixel, which is approximately 10.5 nautical miles or 19_5 klO at the equ,nor. This 
mDps out to be Doom 7 km at the sulxluction latitudes. The pixel size of tfle images can be 
checked by using the DSP dmphdr function. Newer datasets are Just now coming on line that 
hDve mw:.:h better resolution I,Olson, personal communication. 1995) 
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C. IJSP SOFTWARE 
DSP is a softwa.re package tha t is the user int~rface to the University of Miami image 
processing software (RMAS. 1990). For our purpose~. DSP will include both the interface 
and the in-.age processing software. The package can manage data anlOng certain external and 
internal formats. mass storage, main memory, display memory. and the display monitor. It 
provides a means of geomeuic and radiomeuic correction for Coastal Zone Color Scanncr 
(ClCS) and A VHRR image data. It has the ability to update anc illary navigation files based 
on user-defmed refinements to satellite time and attitude parameters. This allows co­
registration of images. lbc final products from DSP are earth-located, earth-griddcd 
geophysical data files 
Graphically, DSP allows display of images on a color monitor with full user -defmed 
mapping of 8-bit data values to any of 256 colors selectable at one time from a total palette 
of 32768 possible colors_ Some automatic color mapping schemes ar~ also provided_ Color 
mapping schemes can be stored with an image or separately. Separate image planes may be 
combined for "true color" display. Thc system also provides separate color-mappable 
graphics and cursor (cross-hair) planes. 
Two display resolutions are available. high and low. In low resolution, the disl'lay 
rnt":[llOTY is organized into four memory plancs, each containing 1024 x 1024 eight bit pixels. 
of which only 512 x 512 pixels are viewable on the screen at a time. Three of [hese planes 
are used to display images. These are called unage planes 1.2, and 3. Since data are scaled 
0- 255 (eight hit quantization), one complete unage can be displayed in each plane. The 
four th plane is reserved for graphics: lines. annotation, coastlines, etc. Each graphics plane 
l'i Ollt' bil deep, for a total of eight planes. The or.e-bit depth means only "onP or "oft" values 
are possihle. The <.:olors of 1I~ graphics planes arc not set through the image plane palette but 
throClgh separate comman<is. Tn r.igh resolution. the display memory is organ:zed into two 
memory planes, each containing 2048:<. 1024 eight bit pixels, of which only lO24 \. 1024 
pixels are viewable on th(", screen at a time Image plane I is used for the image, and plant" 
2 is usually used for grap~lics 
DSP supports harrlwa:-e magr'.itication and n-anslation of the imagr It can dump 
nllrnerical valurs for individual pixels ar,d rectanglliar regions as well as image transects 
Prognuns ;-rre provided for adding graph,ics to an image such as arrows, transect lines, logos, 
Temperature calibration and navigation data can be found using the nSf' command, 
dmphdr. Fiks used in this case study illl have the saJne linear calibration 
r(~C) '-= -2.1 + 0.2 x PixeJ Value (3.1) 
O. NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL CENTER (NMC) SST DATA 
A Sl"'cond set of satellite data used in this thesis came from weekly composited SSl 
fields from NMC. The major disadvantage 0: these fields is their resolution i~ limited to 1 " 
by] c. However, three adv~ntat'cs make them useful products for studying tile :\zorrs Front 
and as a starting J.loint for thr development at a new suite of drifter statistics based on a 
frontal coordinate system. One advantage is that all availah1c clat a are bl~nd~d into th~ final 
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product, malcing use of in situ rneasufemcng (from ships and buoys), satellite SST's, and 
SST's simulated by sea-ice cover. Another advantage is that there are no "gaps" in the 
analysis due to clouds. etc as encountered on the DSP analyzed images. TIlis is a big problem 
during persistent cloudy periods such as winter. A third advantage comes from the resulting 
" smoother" temperature field (e.g., no loops. whirls. and filaments). Smoother fidds help 
simplify the calclliations relative to the curvilinear, orthogonal coordinate system 
Techniques used to blend all available observations were developed by Reynolds 
(198X) and Reynolds and Marsico (19Sl3). A major advantage of their method is an objective, 
time dependent correction of any satd]it!: biases relative to the in situ data. First, a 
preliminary large-scale spatial bias correction is calculated. This degrades the resolution of 
the monthly analysis to roughly 6 Q Jat/long. Next, the corrected satellite data and the in situ 
data are reanal)'U'-d roth weekJy and daily using optimUln interpolation (01) on a I Q lat!long 
spatial grid. This rrcthod retains the bias correction while improving the spatial and temporal 
resolution of the hlend. A description of the 01 analysis can be found in Reynolds and S;nith 
(1994). 
The bias correction improves the large scale accuracy of the Or. Examples of the 
effect of recent corrections can be fouod in Reynolds (1993). The bias correction does add 
a small amount of noise in time_ Most of the noise can be eliminated by using a 1/4 -lJi ­
!/4 binomial filter in time. An improved method of correcting the biases is currently being 
developed (Reynolds and Stokes. 1994) 
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For the prriod of this study (June 1993 - AprillY9S), the in sinl data for the NMC 
SST fields werr obtained from rad io rnrssages carried on the Global Telecommunication 
System (GTS). Satellite obse:vatioos camr from oprrational data producrd by NESDIS 
Analyzed wreks were defined to be o::rntered 00 Wrdnesdays. This was done to agree with 
a defini tion used by ocean modelers. SST's were also gene:ated for ice covered regions (not 
a fac tor for this srudy's domain) with any gndded SST values kss than "1.8 C set 10 1.8Q 
0c. AU analyses are archived to the nearest 0.0 1 0c. Due to round off from movement 
between computers, th is minimum value may change by up 10 +/- 0.02 Cc (Reyno](is and 
Swkes, 1994). 
The or analysis is done over all ocean areas. No analysis is done over land. Lalld 
values are filled in by Cressman interpolation to producr a complete grid for possible 
interpolat ion and t:se of high resolution cOilStiine files. Ocean a lld Ja lld areas are defi ned by 
a simple land sra mask. Tht: spatial grid of the lalld sea mask is defined identically to the grid 
used for the SST illTaYS. Valurs in the land sea mask are set to lover the ocean and 0 over 
land. Weekly 01 fields are stored in yearly files al the NMC \Vorld Weather Building in 
Camp Springs, Maryland. These files plus the land sea mask data rue can he accessrd and 
transferred by fill:: transfer prolocol (FrP) in binary (IEEE) mode. 
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IV. FRONTAL AN ALYSIS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
A fundamental qucstion exists of how and where the process of subduction takes 
place. One school of thought theorizes that this process is concentrated along oceanographic 
fronts (Fig ure 1.3) . 1l1C Azores Front in the Canary Basin was chosen as an ideal location 
to investigate this hypothesis. Drifters were deployed to the north and south of the frontal 
region to look for evidence of convergence. Because the actual front moves around with 
time. a knowledge of the frontal history and its evolution is nttessary to relate data from 
Lagrangian drifters to any conclusions about subduction in the vicinity of this from. 
Motions of the drifters themselves can provide an indication of location of the Azores 
Front. Other products and datasets. such as >atd)ite imagery and hydrographic surveys. can 
funher aid illlhc location of the from (Rudnick and Luyten, 1995). Once the front position 
has been determi..ned. parameters such as convergence. heat flux. and eddy kinetic energy can 
tx: calculated relative to the from to establish the extem of subduction. Section B describes 
the ITIethOdology llscd to attempt the positioning of the front by (relatively) high resolution 
SST remote sensing imagery. pixel histograms. and high speed drifter trajectories. Section 
C descritx:s the methodology in positioning the Azores Front given the low resolution NMC 
SST field, and interpolated drifter velocities and positions. AJthough the frontal. analysis was 
done i... a systematic way. procedures for both sets of data and the actual 'choice" of a front 
position tended to b~ very sUbJecLive. 
B. HIGH RESOLUTION ANAL YSIS WITH DSP IMAGES 
Description 
To test the feasibility of using OSP software, AVHRR imagery. and Lagrangian 
drifters in tracking the location of the Awres Front. a limited time-frame case study was 
conducteti. One of the first decisions to he made was concerning the time perioo for the case 
study. Previous investigators found detectioo of the frOlit and associated eddies to be difficult 
due to weaker temperature contrasts and frequent cloud cover over the frontal region (Gould. 
1l)85). The sharpest surface thermal expressions are expected to OCClli mainly in the winter 
months. However, this is a time when a substantial cloud cover is pres.cnt south of the 
Azores. Observations in the sununer arc complicateti by a strong seasonal thermocline. which 
may obscure the main dynanrical front (Gould, 1985; Figure 4.1). Spring was chosen as being 
the best compromise to see clearly any frontal feature - based on the given temperature 
conmtsts and the availability of clear, wide-area coverage for the region. Case study images 
starred from Julian date 93062, 03 March \l)93 to 93181,30 June 1993. Sample OSP GAC 
weekly image composites from the beginning and elld of this period are shown in Figures 4.2 ­
4.4. 
Histograms for each composite image were generated by DSP. showing the relative 
occurrence of each pixel value seen in the image (Figures 4.5). Relative minima in these 
histogr;uns indicate a sharper temperature gradient. A subset of the Lab'Tangian surface drifter 
dataset was also created to help aid in the location of the Azores Front. The subset consisted 
of only lhose drifter positions where the drifter was moving wilh speed grealer than 30 cmls. 
The hypothesis here is that the greatest curren! speeds in the smdy area are associated wilh 
the Azores Oment and location of high speed regions. may therefore help locate the Azores 
front. 
Before this I:ase study was undertaken, four major assumptions were made: 
(1 ) The Azores Front flm.:mates namrally north/south in periods of several weeks over a 
wide latitude range (32 Q N - 16" '-!_ (2) The intensity of the front (as measured by the 
horizontal SST gradient) over the season might decrease as solar radiation (heating) 
increased . (3) If no clear SST expression of the front was visible in the DSP images. then 
high-speed drifter trajectories >.>.-auld indicate the Azores Front location. (4) Mesoscale 
phenomena such as the nomal boundary, eddies. jets. and meanders behave as a "frozen 
wave", varying their locations and shapes on time scales longer than the daily or weekly 
sampling in the drifter and satellite observations. respectively. 
2. Procedure 
Two graphkal methods were used in attempting to fix the ALOn~s Front We name 
them the Pixel Method and the Gradient Method. The~e two mcthods utilize different 
functions of the DSP software. Due to the limitations of DSP, the graphical representations 
of the two m:::lhods couk:! not be combined or overlaid. TIle Pixe1Method i~ focused on using 
hi~tograms of the relative occurrence of the pi~,,-d values making up an image. The Gradient 
Metho,i is fOCllScd on using a built·in DSP function to frnd VI'here the largest t~mperamre 
gradients are. These two methods arc descrihed in step-by· step d~lail below. 
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1'0 obtain v.'eekly positions of the Azores Front, the following procedures were used: 
The Pixel Method 
(1) Load composite image. 
(2) Choose complementary color palette scheme - warm colors (reds) for warm 
water and cold colors (blues) for cold water 
(3) Add in coastline and other navigation grius, using DSP command rrowe. The 
information came from the Central Intelligence Agency's (ClA..) World Database-ll. 
(4) Select a characteristic temperature band to highlight with DSP slice coJT1Jl1anu 
A band was defined from the histograms as one low relative occurrence pixel value tljlthe 
next relative low occurrence puel value. It may require several different slices dependin,g on 
the corresponding weekly histogram. An example of such a temperature band is shown in 
Figure 4.2a ba<.ed on the range of temperature values between the minima at pixel value 97 
and 102 shown in Figure 4.5a 
(5) Overlay high speed (> 30 em/s) drifter trajectories for a 60 day period centered 
on the composite image's Julian date. TIle 60 day window was selected to allow enough data 
to be:: shown to help locate the front. 
(6) Estimate the frontal location with best correlations of drifter and SST data. To 
minimize confusion, omy the north boundary was taken from the low temperature pixel 
mi.n.imum of the characteri-;tK: temperature band. When this characteristic (highlighted) pixel 
band migrated too far north past the Azores island~ the high temperature pixel low 
occurrence minimwn value of the band became the new north frontal boundary (to keep 
consistent with climatology) . If there were great differences between weekly positions 
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fo llowing a set characteristic pixel band (e.g. 92 97), the next band between relatively low 
occ urrence pixel mi nima was tracked 
(7) Digitize position to output file for further studies (not done fOl this thesis). for 
this case study, weekly positions wen: transferred to overhead transparencies 
(X) Repeat process for each werkly Julian date using the prior week's pixel values as 
a fir st guess 
b, The Gradient }r1elhod 
(1) Repeat steps ( \ ) - (3) of the Pixel Method. 
(2) Run DSP comIlland grad. Grad calculates an estimate of the spatial gradient 
magnitude field for the specified area of the image display meTIlOl)' contents. This uses eithel 
a 2 x 2 pixel Robens estimatOr, a 3 x 3 pixel Sobel estimator. or a 3 x :3 pixel Prewitt 
estimator. This highlights pixels with large value gradients. The least value gradient is 
colored blue, medium value gradients are colored green and yellow, and the maximum value 
gradient is colored red. An example of gradient information overlain on a weekly SST 
composite is given in Figure 4.2b. 
(3) Repeat step (5) of the Pixel Method 
(4) Estimate frontal location with the best drifter correlations and SST data. 
Maximum gradients an~ expeCted to aid in location of the fro nt. 
(5) Repeat steps (7) (not done), and (8) of the Pixel method. 
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3. Case Stud), Analysis and Results 
From each of these weekJy images a high resolution frontal hislOry evolved The 
northern boWldary of the characteristic temperature band from the Pixel Method was trace<l 
onto an overhead transparency. Fromallocations were traced for each month covered by the 
case study (March, ApriL ,vlay, June 1993 ), Each week shows the extent of meandering, 
looping. and pinching-off of eddies. Pockets of coastal up\'.'elling could be seen along 
western North Africa. Where large areas of the image were black (void) of SST data, the 
front was extrapolated to rejoin the sane characteristic band pixel values. The frontal history 
for April 1993 is shown in Figure 4.6. 
The main result.s from this preliminary case study reveal some intefesting point~ : 
(I) Many ~urfaee SST frontal e.'pressions are pre~ent in AVHRR imagery, confuming the 
results of Gould (1985). Correlating the corfect SST front with the main submerged. 
dyTJamic frontal zone resJXlnsible for large volume lransJXlft is a problem. For example, only 
one of the many SST fronts visible in the XBT section in Figun: 4.1 is associated with the 
actual sub-tropical -aont. 
(2) Seasonal wamling advances the SST fronts farther than the subsurface front is expected 
lo move. The main dynamic front never really meanders far from its known ctinmtological 
position between 32 0 Nand 36 0 N latitude; rather it just lakes on a warmer characteristic 
temperatun:. 
(3) Mesoscale features of the front (eddies, jets, and meanders) can be seen developing and 
dissipating in one to three weeks (Figures 4.2 - 4.3) 
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S::rta<.:e drifters were ve:)' useful in conc:aling frontal location, parti.cularly under cloudy 
irrlZ!ges_ Drifters, however, \\'ere often caught in mesoscale fcatmes ~m;h as eddie~, filaments 
lUld stOconda:y fr()nts from the main dYllalllic frolltal LOne and the am()unt ()f drifter 
inforlTlati()n at ,llly given ti.n£ was usually not enough to locate the front over t.he entire s\lJdy 
Gradient anJ.!ysis helped distillguish frontal boundaries as separate features apart from 
[he aforelTl>:ntiOlled mesoscale featw·es. However, gradient analysis alone was illsufficjent to 
highligllt along-front temperature gradients necessary to plot its me~ndering course 
TIle DSP gr~dient fnnction, grad, n'>eS ~ 3 x 3 pixeJestirnawr to c~1cuJatc m~gniludes 
ofvaJiation in two dimt:llsi()IlS, This \v()[ked weil when highlighting looping fronts, <".Ddies, 
;ID.:\ fila~ll1S, bill wa~ poor in highlighting one dir:lC:nsion cross-front gradientS c:haraett:lislic 
of more zonal-Ilke flow. Csing a larger SiLOO estimator wilh a vt:Clor (jirectiofl capability, 
such lhe DSP function gradan (found after the case study), should improve hontal 
place.me nt. 
Signifu.:ant SST graJlularity occuTed on Ihe Jlonll side of lht: fronl according to the grad 
analyses (Figures 4,2 - 4.4). ;\lOSt of this granularity was in North-South bands ass()(;iated 
wilh the North Atlantic Currt:nt t:xtt:!1si()TI and another recurring band aJ'Olllld 30° W. 
Previ()u~ work ilas shown that Illcsoscale eddy kinetic energy (EKE) is higher to tht: south 
(Padtll\Il et ai, 1995), but it is !lot clear that the granularity in the USP grad results is related 
to the same processes. 
The Pixel \kthod sho\vt:d lhe best results, although :hcre is a great deal of snbJectivit.y 
in rieciding wruch pi,<e] band is represemative of the actua: front. Som~ hi~tograms had four 
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or five relative pixel minima and choosing which band (e.g., pixel values 92 - 97, 97 - 102, 
or 102 - 107) was characteristic of the frontal wne was especially difficult during a transition 
tin-r: from the lower temperature band to the next higher temperature band. A sudden "jump" 
to the south from one week to the next was a common manifestation of this transi tion time 
An example of this can t:e seen in the frontal history of April for the weeks of7 April arid 14 
April 1993 (Figure 4.6). It reveals the effect of seasonal wanning. with tht: "jump" pro~ably 
being a byproduct ofthc scven day compositing process and the uncenainty associated with 
choosing a representative SST front to track the subsurface feature . 
4. Case Study Conclusions and Recommendations 
For this season, Spring 1993, the Azores Front can be reasonably tracked l\sing 
AVHRR MCSST imagery. Correlating infonnation such as surface drifters, X8T or CTD 
survey data, and image processing techniques are necessary to fine tune its location. f Jigh­
speed surface drifter trajectories are toO few to positively distinguish a frontal boundary from 
a propagating mesoscale eddy or filamcnt. 
Using drifter trajectories from a 60 day v.indow centered Oil the composite lulian date 
allowed enough data to be shown to help locate the front. However, ambiguities (jid d ist 
One problem was deciding whether a trajectory segment was moving along the north side or 
south side of tile front. Within those 60 days, the frontal boundary could have migrated nonh 
enough for the trajectory segment to fit both sides of the front during its evolution. On the 
other hand . .it was possible to use a segment track as a "forecast" aid to see when the front 
would meet up with that segment. 
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One improvement wou ld be to vary the cri ter ia of the overlaying drifte r data. for 
example, instead of using a 60 d~y window ~nd > 3C cm/s segments, one could try a 30 day 
window centered on the Julian date and a speed criterion of > 20 cm/s segments. Thls should 
narrow the areas of frontal zone df:vcloprnent. 0 11 the other hand, closer time spacing and 
slown threshold velocities might have the disadvanta.~e of allowing too much noise in the 
data and thereby missing identification of the main dynamic front. 
Seven day composite imagery allows greater area I:overage than otherwise possible 
by eliminJ ting SOI"Tr. cloudy areas. Still, seven day composites do not gllarantee complete area 
coverage. For very persistent c londy periods, significant areas of the domain have no 
representative SST value from which to tracc the frontal boundary. Resolution from th e 
seven day composites (7 km) is adequate to track fl"X)s t rneSOSl:aie phenomena. These images 
could al:rually be redefined as high resolution when compared to the I 0 temperature 
averaging that i~ used by the National Meteorological Center's C',jMC) Optimum Interpolation 
techniq ue (Reynolds, 1994). 
Daily local area coveragc (LAC) AVHRR data would give very fine resoluti on (1 . 1 
km) capable of tracking srnaU scak feamres, but it is limited by even greakr susceptibil ity to 
any intelfering clouds and its narrow regional focus. Only 1l.S nunutes of LAC high 
resolution imagery can be stored as cornpared with an entire orhit for GAC. LAC must, 
therefore, be scherill1ect and timed I:arefully to fneet ( h~ data needs of users with recording 
capability (Rao et al., 1990). 
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C. LO\V RESOLUTION ANALYSIS WITH NMC WEEKL Y SST OAT A 
1. Overview 
Given the limitations in frontal analysis using DSP and high resolution GAC composite 
satellite imagery, an alternate approach was undenaken using National Meteorological Center 
(NMC) weekly analyzed SST fields . As mentioned in Chapter ill, this dataset is eonsi1cn:d 
low resolution (1 c - 111 km grid size), when compared to the DSP images whose individual 
pixels give a resohltion of about 7 .km (depending on latitude). Thus. many mesoscale 
feauues such as meanders, loops, and jet filaments generally are smoothed out by the 
optimum interpolation proced ure and its incorporated decorrelation scales employed in the 
NMC analysis. 
The fust effons with the NMC SST data were focused on comparing the weekly 
analyzed fields to the correspondiug DSP images used in the preliminary case study of the 
Azores Front. Unf9nunately, the weekly compositing process for the two datasets do not 
coincide. DSP images were centered on Sunday, while !\'11C data were centere(l on 
Wednesday making direct comparisons of fronlal features not possible. However, using the 
"frozen wave" assumption of a slowly moving front , one can trace the evolution of the 
temperature fields and the shape of the frontal region. 
The NMC analy7.ed SST fields for the time periods featured in Ule DSP images can 
be seen in Figures 4.7 - 4.9 together with drifter-derived velocity vectors for the respective 
weeks. [n these figures , the Nl\tfC SST product has been plotted using an interpolating 
shading function. Some of the same characteristics that are present in the DSP images can 
ex: seen in the analyzed fields. In particular, the area-wide orientation of the SST isoUlerms 
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are sirnilar. However, the interesting and important mesoscale features present in the DSP 
images are missing from the analyzed NMC SST images 
Processing of the analyzed NMC SST fields was conducted using MATLAB software. 
MATlAR, in fact, offers several advantages to a programmer manipulating these drifter and 
sateUj,e datasets. Advantages can be: found i.n such tasks as sorting, plotting. contouring, and 
shading, MATLAB's unique ability for rnauix and vectorized computation allows fast and 
efficient processing of thousands of dri.fter observations involving variOliS selection criteria 
and formulas. MATLAB 's interpolated shading function, for example, gives a visual 
intelvolarion of the low resolution dat;l.. which definitely aids in sciecting a frontal 
temperature 
2. Selection Criteria 
The focus of the thesis is oriented to setting up a frontal curvilinear, onhogonal 
coordinate syStem for the purposes of describing drifter statistics. Only one ocean propeny, 
sea smt'acc temperatUle, is remotely sensed and archived in data fi les: therefore, our frOnt wil l 
be in terms of a characteristic temperature. Using a characteristic temperat'Jre to describe the 
boundary of an oceanographic feature is a common practice in this science. Gould (J985) 
shows part of an XBT section using th.e l8 °c water mass temperature as a marker in 
describing the physical. ocennography of the Azores Front (Figure 4.1). Temperature 
gradients have also been calculated but nOt used in determinmg the fronta l location. 
Unfortunately, the temp<".ratme gradients in tltis regioIl are compar~tively weak, which means 
they are not .....ery visnaUy informative or distinguishable graphically to be used as aid in 
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selecting a front. Other ocean properties such as sea surface elevations from satellite 
altimetry or ocean color from the CZCS or other platfonn could be useful in pinpointing the 
frOIl! but these datasets were not avauable. or did not coincide with the time frame of this 
study 
The NMC SST data was loaded into a 21 x 41 matrix array, fllling one temperature 
value for each lOx I U box of the domain. L'.cro values caused by the land-sea mask were 
th en replaced by Not-a-Number (KaN in MA TLAB). making contouring clear and simple 
flext to the Tberian Peninsula and North African coast. Daily drifter observations were 
overlain on top of the temperature field. The tempcrarure field was further intervolated using 
the rvt-\TLAB interp function to increase the density of temperature observations w a finer 
re solution of 0.1 0 degree of latitude and longitude. TItis helps the contouring of a spt'lCific 
characteristic temperarure representative of the front. 
Selection critcria were devised to help choose the characteristic temperature. No t all 
criteria could be kept for each selection. The following guidelines were used: 
(I) Keep the characteristic temperature from wandering too far from 35" N latitude 
along the western boundary of the domain 
(2) Frontal position should Ix in general agreement with th e climatology given by 
KJein and Siedlcr (1989; Figure 1.4). Their mean positions have the Awres Front and the 
Azores Current positioned mostly between 32 0 Nand 36 0 N latitude. Gould (1985) in his 
XBT section shows the main dynamiC front centered at around 34 0 N. 
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(3) The select~ temperature should te biased toward observations which depict faster 
inner sptXds when oriented parallel to an isotherTll We expect faster trajectories along the 
front 
(4) Maintain temperature continuity from one week to th:: n::xt. The maximuTll 
temperature change from one week to the next was 0.75 °C. This happened only during 
sunllnel when maximum solar h::ating occurs Most temperature fJuctualions were betv.·een 
(5) For the particular pt""Tiod of the DSP case study (e.g. Spri ng 1993), maintain 
consistency with the higher resolution DSP imagery In that case fro!lta! temperatures ranged 
from 16.3 DC to 1C) .3 °C. 
A fou r year time series of fronta l chMacteristic temperatures was collected and 
resulted in the seasonal frontal history. Th e time scric~ of the subjectively chosen 
characteristic temperature for the entire study period is shown in Figure 4.1 0. TIle annuJI 
cycle of warming Jnd cooling of the Azores Front can te seen ckarly in the characteristic 
temperatures. TIle cycle ranges between 17.75 °c in the wintcr to 26_0 °c i.n the summer. 
3. Fromal Position Digitizing Procedure 
Once a characteristic temperature history was obtained. the process of digitizing 
weekly frontal positiom was completely automated The panicular methodology used was 
optimized for the mauix functions in MA1LAB. The ~MC analyz::d SST rield was 
interpolated to providt: spatial resolution ten timt:~ greater than rhe original 1 ° rt:soilition 
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data_ From this expand<:d temperature matrix array (210 x 410). the indecies for all 
temperatures +/- 0.1 °c from the chosen isotherm were found . The latitudes and longitudes 
corresponding to these indecies of the new "high'· resolution array were then saved to a 
separate frontal fi k fo r post processing. 
The MATLAB find command was used to extract frontal positions but it did not 
nel.:e~sarily order the points in increasing along-front distance . (Frontallatimde/!ongitude 
pairs were ordered from west to east i.n terms of i.ncreaSing longitude, not in temls of the 
order in which the front was continuously connected.) Cases that double back have two 
pairs of frontal pointS that share the o.arne longitude. but different latitudes . Therefore, linear 
interpolation, or any other monotonic (one x for each y) interpolation scheme, cannot fit a 
smooth function to these points . An example of the frontal curve obtained by simply 
connecting the pOinL'i, which results in a very jagged "sawtooth" fronl, is shown in Figure 
4.11. To remedy this situ ation a sorting program was developed to find the shortest dis~nce 
to the next adjacent point along the front beginning with the westernmost location. Other 
parts of the ocean with the same eharact<:ristic temperature, but not connected in any way 
to the front are discarded. This produces one. simple, continuous front that starts from the 
western boundary (45 Q W) and rreanders. east all th<: way to the North African coast or turns 
back south and west (e.g., Figures 4.11, 4.12) 
For weeks with very weak temperature gradients th~re are sometimes wide areas of 
gaps that have no frontal location points (Figure 4.12). These gaps were as far apart as 300 
km, but more often were on the order of 50 km (Figure 4.13). To apply the frontal 
coordinate system distance calculations, high resolution (- 10 km) frontal points arc neerled . 
A Jirll:ar interpolation progmIU was usr-d to fit in more points ~t\\'een v{irlely spaced adjacent 
locations. After passi.ng through this intelpolation program. the average spacing beN/eeIl 
adjacent frontal points was lowered to about 7 km (figure 4.1 4) 
r he final wcckly sorted and interpolated frontal files were saved for use in the 
curviliJlf~ar coordinate system to find the along-front distances. cross-front distances, along­
front velocities, cross-front velocities, and other statistical quantit ies. The methodology for 
transforming the coordinate system is described in the next section. Sample fronts 
corresponding to the periods highlighted in the DSP images are shown in Figure 4.15 The 
seasonal NMC SST frontal history is shown in Figure 4.16. 
D. FRONTAL COORDINATE SYSTEM 
For stanrlard CaItesian averages. the determination of the averaging box (bin) size is 
a balance dictatctl by the concentration of drifter observations occuring in each bin and the 
scale of the features to restudied. ~ean values of velocity for each of these boxes thus enrl 
up giving us a picture of the average Eulerian eircul:Ition (Ollitr3ult, 1995). The problem of 
examining Cartesian (Eulerian) box averages for drifter statistics becomes apparent whcn the 
oceanographic feature of interest. such as the Azores Front, moves into dnd om of the boxes 
Movement by the front can essentially mask any motion relative to the fro nt. Are the EKE 
statistics due to individual eddies and meanders, or are they due solely to the migration of a 
relatively l.onal front into and out of thr averaging bin or a combi.nation of both? Drifter 
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movement following converging, subducting currents are avcraged togcther with the actual 
A7.0res Current. Establishing a coordinate system rdative to the hont then should aid in 
separating out these motions. 
Given the location of a front, Cartesian u and \' velocity components can be 
transformed into along-front and cross-front velocities. Regular latitude and longitude 
Cartesian boxes can Ix transformed i.nto boxes of distances away from the front by distances 
along the front. The resulting boxes when viewed in Cartesian space would appear 
trapezoidal. The size of these trapezoidal boxes are still dictated by the same baJance 
required of Cartesian boxes: drifter observation concentrations in each averaging bin. an d the 
scale of the feature to be an lllyzed. 
in order to increase the signal to noise ratio when computing secondary circulations 
around the Azores Front. a rrethod was sought to transform the drifter velocity observations 
into along-front and cross-front coordinates. The method described in this setion was 
formulated using frontal location files generated from N"MC SST data, interpolated drifter 
positions and velocities, and certain selection criteria resulting in a characteristic isotherm 
representing the Al.ores Front. However, this method should be flexible enough to handle 
any other frontal location file whether it was generated from hand-digitized positions, 
altinrtrydata, hydrographic sUPieys, etc. 'me two main reqllirements for this method are that 
the front starts at the western boundary (with along-front distance equalling lero) and that 
as the front wanders away from the western boundary its along-front distance increases 
continuously. The last poiflt of the front would then have an along front distance equal to the 
total path length. 
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2. Methodology 
The first step WiiS to load ill the master drifter observation file and search for all thG 
drifters which met the selection criteria of the domain boundaries and weekly timeframe.J'his 
is very fast in ,\1ATLAB as it can be done in a vectorized Conn without the need for time 
consuming loops. The number at observations and the index of their position in the fIle 
matrix were recorded 
Next, the corresponding weekly frontal location data file, which had previously Iken 
sorted and interpolated for finer density of points, was loaded into a large matrix array. For 
each drifter observrAl in the domain during the weekly time. frame a cross-front and an along-
front distance was computed. Cross-front distances were calculated by computing the great 
circle distance from the drifter to every point on the front according to: 
(4.1) 
where 
C - cos(lat A) cos(latB) cos(lonA. lonB) + sin(latA) sin(latB) (4 .2) 
Locations A and II refer to the drifter and the frontal point, respectively, and R is the 
radius of the eanh, which is assumed to be constant at 6370 km 
The minimwn distance betwccn the drifter ohservation and the front was then 
assumed to he aligned nonnal to the front and , thus, equal to the cross-frOnt distiince. This 
appIOxllnJtion will be valid if the separation between points along the front is much Jess than 
the distance to the drifter. A diagram visualizing the coordinate system and the techniques 
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involved b provided in Figure 4.17. The index defining the location of the minimum disliince 
was also recorded. Due to the large distances involved for some drifters. great circle 
distances were used 10 take into consideration the curvature of the earth vcrsus the stfaight­
line distances obtained from the Pythagorean Theorem of Euclidian geometry. For even 
greater accuracy. complex geodesic formulas can be used that take into consideration the 
eanh's eccentricity, but this level of accuracy is not justified by the fneasurements in this 
study 
Along-fron! distances were calculated incrementaUy starting from the western 
boundary to the end of the frontal path. Again, great circle distances were used between 
adjacent points of the front. This was done for consistency. Individually , Pythagorean 
Theorem distances are not very different from great circle distances for a.ny two closely 
spaced adjacent point'i, but when these distances are IOtalied incremen tally along the front. 
then a substantial difference can exist in total along-front distances from the two methods 
After these two calculations were completed each drifter had its location in tenns of 
how far along the front it was from the western lxmndary and how far it was from its closest 
point of approach to the front (referred to as "along" and "uos.s", respectively). A very loopy 
front can have interesting affects on these new coordinates. For example, a drifter that lies 
at a vertex of an imaginary equilateral spherical triangle could very easily ha.ve its first day's 
position be located at 500 kin along and 600 kmcross and its second day's position be located 
at lCXX) km along and 605 kmcross despite it perhaps moving on ly a few kiJometers from the 
first day to the second (Figure 4.17). 
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Be.:ause t~ frOll! could loop back on itself, onc cannot use simple test<; such as north 
or south of the front to assign positive or negative cross distances. What is important is the 
mai.ntenance of a right·hand coordinate system relative to increasing along-front disi..ance. 
Iltis can be accompfuhed by de[ennining whether l\ point is "inside" or "outside" of the front 
as shown in Figw·e4.17. For thi~ thesis ~nydrifter that was located above or "outsidc" of the 
from was considered to have positive "cross" distance, whi le drifters below or " inside" of the 
front were considered to have negative "cross" dL~tance. Testing 10 fmd whether a drifter was 
inside or outside of the front was done by constructing a po lygon mack up ufthe first fronta l 
point, the frontal points, the longitude of the front's end point and 24 0 N (below the southern 
boum1a.ry ofthc domain) , 24 C Nand 46 (} W, and back to the first front poi.m. A MATLAB 
function inside! took all the drifter positions and all the po lygon posilions and returned a 
value of 1 if the drifter was inside the polyg0!l. All drifters that had an index value of I were 
thell assigned negative cross distances. 
The next few StepS or the pro..:edure were geared towards transforming eac h drifter's 
nOlth (v) and east (u) velocities into ~long front and cross front velocities. Using tt'"dm iques 
frorn plane analytic geometry and spherical trigonometry the appropriate angle to rotate a 
drifter's u and v componentS to make them front-parallel and front-nonnai was computed 
Frontal points of intersection (lP) were found by matcning the front's lati l llde and 
longitude that corresponded to the minimum distance index found when calculating the cross 
distance. With two of the pointS of a spherical triangk, it was very easy to find the base 
vertex point (VP) by giving it the same longitude as the rf" and the same lati tude as the drifter 
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observation (DO). With the VP and lP identified we used the great c.ircie function to 
determine the dhtance between the DO and the VP (base of the right spherical triangle) and 
the distance between the VP and IF (hypotenuse of the right spherical triangle: rigure 4.17). 
After the lengths of aJllhree sides were known, we used the nonJogarilhro.ic solution formulas 
to determine the angle between the lJO latitude and the IP (Beyer, 1991): 
cos A == (b" + c" _a~ / 2bc (4 .3) 
where 
A - angle between the DO latitude and the £P. 
a - distance between DO and IP (cross distance) 
b - distance between DO and VP (base distance) 
- distance between VP and IP (vertex distance). 
Tills result gave a relative angle with which to rotate the east - west direction [0 the 
normal direction. It was still necessary to find the absolute angle needed to rotate the positive 
u component to be the positive along-front component. To find this actual rotatiori angle, 
we needed to know how the DO was placed with respect to the front, the slope of the front 
at the IP and the direction of the front. Figure 4.1 8 diagrams a few sample orientations. 
Slopes at the TP of the frOnt were calculated by taking a centered difference of 
neighooring latitudes (rise) over a centered difference of associated longitudes (run). except 
for the degenerate cases where the IP also happens to be a frontal endpoint. For these two 
cases we used a forward difference and a backward differ~nce. Slopes of infinity were 
itssigned a specific high number, t/- JeJO. Slopes that were NaN were assigned 7.efO (for 
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pointS DO d irectly on the front). Better slo~ criteria could Ix d~veloped by correlating how 
a from is generally sloping to ho\\' f~r away the DO is from the front 
The next important froot parameter to be considered was the from'S direction or 
orientation. Did the frOnt'S incremental along-distance component increase heading eaSI 
(most cases). wcst (during summel and fall with bent back fronts), soulh (as a front turns 
from east to wrst). OJ north (when it loops back up)? A front was heading east when the 
next incremental point from the IP was farther east. It was heading west wh(",n the next 
inc[t".IUental point from the LP was farther west. If there was no change from the IF's 
longitude and the next incremental point's longitude, then the front was heading south if the 
latitude of next incrrmental point was farther south and heading nOllh if the latitude of the 
next incrrmental point was fanher north. 
TIle final criteria for drtrrmining !lIe abso.1ute ro tation angle was whether a DO was 
inside or outside of the front. Ail three criteria were placed in a complex nested " if-then" 
algorithim to find this angle, For example, if the front was heading ~ast, the DO was above 
or outside of the lP. and the slope at the IP was negative, then the rotation angle necessary 
to bring the positive II component to be the posit ive along-front component would have been 
" (9(1 - angle Ai. In all a total of 20 different possibilities werr examined. Given this absolute 
rotation an gle, a, the velocity components werr rotated according to ("rhomas. 1972)' 
== u cosla) + v sm(a) (4 .4) 
== -u sm(a) + vcos(a) (4.5) 
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At thi;; point, each drifter had an identifying along-front and cross-front distance and 
its motion was in tenns of movement parallel to the front and nonnallO the front. The final 
step was to save all this data to a llC'W master drifter file fo r use later in statistical analysis 
The code used to transform the coordinates can be found in the Appendix B. The results of 










Fi gure 4 . 1 Meridional XBT section through the AlOres From. The waler mass hetwecl1 






Fi gure 4.2b DSP SST i.mage for 14 April . High (red), intermediate (yellow), and 
low (green) temperature gradients are highlighted aiong with high-speed drifter 
tUJectories for 60 days centered 011 the image time (white). 
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Figure 4.3a DSP SST image for 21 April (93 111). Pixel values 97 (yellow). 102 (green), 
and le'7 (blue) are highlighted along w"ilh high speed (> 30 ern/5) (ui ftl:T trajectories for 60 









Figure 4Ab DSP SST image for 9 June J993. High (recl) , intermediate (yellow), and 
low (green) temperatmc gradients an~ highlighted along with high-speed (> 30 cm/s) 















Figure 4.7 Contours of !\')...tC SST with dai ly drifter vclociti~s for the week of 17 April 
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Figure 4.9 Contours of Nl\1C SST with daily drifter vdo(;ities for the wr:ek of 12 June 

I(,l93 Bold line shows characteristic frontal temperature with symbols every 20 points 

era.ures for the A ' !~i~u~e4.IU Hi~toryof -" - zores Front based on weeklyC SST ,", I,,". ch'''''"",,, "mp .. ' 
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Figure 4.1] Sample jaggl:d 'sawtooth" front of unsorted positions for the week of 
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Figurf' 4.12 Sample of .soreed frema l posi tions with l~ rge ~aps for lhr w~ek :)f 
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Figure 4.13 Histogram of dis tances between sorted poill ts on the fro nt before 











FigUl'e 4.14 Hi stogram of distances between soned points on the fro nt after 
interpolation 
Latitude (degrees North) 









Figure 4.15 Sorted and imerpolatec1 SST fronts ba~ed on weekly NMC analysis. (0.;[ hig h 
resolution fron ts in Figures 4.2 - 4.4). 
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Figure 4.1 R A few sample orientations of drifters relative to the fr ont and the absolu te 





v. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
In this chapter we present the resillts of statistical analyses showing mean currenlS, 
eddy kinetic energies (EKE) and standard errors. These values afC given for both types of 
coordinate systenlS: lat itude/longimde (Canesian) coordinates and frontal coordinates. 
Cartesian coordinates used 10 lalilUdr x 2° longitude boxes for averaging, while fro ntal 
coordinates used 150 km x 150 krn boxes. Divergence is not IHlmcncal.ly cakulated due to 
the high noise level, but is qualitatively described using our the one degree lOnal or along. 
front averages. Zonal or along-front averages were used to demonstrate the strength of the 
"eas!-\vest" {low is near the fro nt as well as strength of the "north-south" flow convergence 
and divergence n.;:ar the front. Regional divis ions were also made. This reflects the intended 
fOCllS on the large scale Ekman convergence in the north-south direction. 
Seasonal averages were examined for trends and features. Spatial coverage for tht: 
four seasons can be seen in Figme 2.8. Although sufficient data are not avail\iblc to 
characterize any distinguishing features from the four seasons, we do see that two seasons 
highlight the greatest differences in the veloci ty fie lds : summer (July St:ptember) and winter 
(January - March) . The seasons ot spring (April June) and fall (October - December) are 
transition !leriods and arc not described here. 
Regional averages were computed follo\\oing Giannetti (t993) : 1) by combining dala 
for the entin', range of longitudes if: large areas covering lTlany dt:grees of latitude (large area 
averages) and 2) by combining data for the entire range of longitudes in successive lati tude 
b<lnds t:xtt:lIdi lig over I degree of latitude (zonal averages). In the former case, three large 
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regions were defined: the Southern region, which combined all data south of 3Y iN, the 
Nonhern region. which combined all data north of 3So ,"i. and the Frontal Zone (FZ), which 
combined all data in the latitude nmge between 33° N and 3S0 N (Figure 2.4). The Southern 
region, FZ. and Northern region accounted for S1.6. 19.5. 28_9 percent of the data, 
respectively. 
In this chapter the nran mixed layer velocity components in iatlio ng coordinates (u.\') 
a[l(i frontal coordinates (a, c), together with their standard errors. are presented far the 
complete dataset. It c; also possihle to compute average velocities and standard errors for th e 
ensemble of drifters available each day, month. sea~on. or year. All mean current estiff\ates 
are created with an Eulerian perspective; th at is, the data were combined according tb the 
time and location of the observation (in lat/long or along/cross coordinates) without 
considering the trajectories from which they were derived. Standard errors of the means for 
::ach coordinate system were also calculated. To perform these calculations. it is necessary 
to know the number of independent veLocity estimates that wenl into a particular average. 
That num ber was obtained by dividing the number of daily interpolated velocity sampJe:s by 
the number of samples required to total one integraJ time scale From Giannetti (1993) a 
conservative value of 7 days was used for the integral time scale. 
All averages presented in th is thesis are accompanied by the 9S% standard error of 
the mean, which is calculated according to the following fommla: 
U en " 2,fli (S.l) 
IN' 
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where a" l~ the variance of the data and N' is the number of independent observations. For 
example, in the case of the average velocity based on N dai ly interpolated observations, N' 
is equal to Nn. A silllilar fannula hoWs for the north-south standard error, V..,.. The standard 
errors are generally much smaller than the standard deviations rlll(~ to the larger number of 
observations in certain areas. The "break even" point occurs with 28 observations in a box. 
\Ve chose to be very conservative, thus, plots show arrows/values for only those boxes 
containing at least 80 observations. 
A. 	 LATITUDE/LONGlTlJU£ (CARTESIAN) COORUll'iATES 
Mean Currents 
Given tht: lack of sufficient data nOrth of the Azores Islands, we have replotted the 
mean currents on a domain extending only to 42 0 N. These mean values and their associated 
standard errors arc presented for the entire four-year dataset in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, 
respectively. They are based on all available data from the time of the ftrst observation until 
the final yeardayin question. The current vectors have not been corrected for any array bias 
that could be due to va.riations in data concentration from the process of diffusion. These 
wrrections ale made in Paduan et al. (1995). Despite the fac tor of two change in 
concentration ove:~ much of the SUBIJUCflON area, the maximum correction applied to the 
m:::an CUlTcnts had a magnitude of 6 cm/s, while most of the array biases had corrections of 
less than 2 ern's (paduan et al., 1995). Giannetti (1993) calculated an array bias of 0.7 cm/s 
for 7.onally averaged meridional velocity component~ 
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A few imPOflant features are readily identifiable from the large-scale domain mean 
vallles: \) a noticeable eastward flow (- 5 10 15 cm/ s) between 33° Nand 35 ° N ~ the 
A70res Current: 2) a significant southward flow (- 10 to 20 cm/s) in the vicinity of 40° N, 
40'0 W - the Nonh Atlantic Current feeding the Azores Current; 3) return flow (- 5 to 15 
cm/s) Cllf"\'ing southwestward along the i'\orth African continental slope - - the Canary 
Current; 4) slow, but identifiable counter-currents to the immediate north (- 35° r..,) and 
south (- 32° N) of the Azores Current 5) a relatively calm center, located at 31.5 0 N, 20 '0 
W - the JVfadeira Plateau; and 6) bifurcation of the Azores Current west of the Madeira 
Plateau near 23 0 W. 
Significant mean values can also be found in the large-scale regional averages. In 
pl1nicular, the frontal Zone has strong ea~lward currents of4.8 em/so In the Southern region. 
the mean currents are southwestward at 2.2 cm/s. For the Northern region, the mean 
currents l1fe southeastward at 1.2 cmls. Over the entire domain outlined in figure 1.2 the 
mean current is 0.8 cm/s in the south-southeast direction. 
For seasonal averages, UnfortWl3te1y, we do not yet have sufficient data for the whole 
frontal area to be di~-played. What observations were available for the region covered did 
reveal a few interesting points. The winter season hl1d a slightly higher density of drifter 
observations, mostly in an Mea south of 35° N. One remarkable feature was the appMent 
"eddy"like" velocity field. Five possible vortil-ity centers could be located. A high level of 
noise obscured the characteristic eastv,.·ardly flow indicative of th e Azores Cunene The 
return flow itself was also noticeably farther away from the North African coast than 
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described by the en tin: dataset. The swmner season had a lower density of drifter 
observations, but its rdatively sparse velocity field was clearly morc organized. immediate ly 
noticeable wcre the characteristic eastward flows we expected for the Azores Current. These 
flows were centered aro~nd 33 n to 340 N. Tv.'o retum flows could also be idenlitied - one 
along Ihe continental slope of :-Jorth Africa, and the other (less inte nse) starting arolllld 27° 
W illld heaning southwest to 39 n W. Whether these features are artifacts of tile sampling or 
climatological features will await further analysis after more drifter observations have l.Jecn 
made. 11)(5(': results prov!.de a glimpse of seasonal patterns that were not previously available 
(Giannetti,1993) 
2. Eddy Kinetic Energy 
Variability aoout the mean currents observed in the rlrifter data is also a useful 
meaSllie of the currents in this area. T,lC large number of observations obtainrd in this study 
provide a good characterization of the current variances. Looking at EKE fields can help llS 
identify the position of the front. From our conceptual model, we expect to sce higher EKE 
values irnrnerliately 10 the soUlh ofthe front. where eddies and meanders are generated. EKE. 
which i~ dclined as the average of thc east-west anrlnorth-south variance, can be comparM 
with va lues flam other oceanographic regions and with values obtainr1J from numerical 
models of ocean circulation 
The EKE for the complete dataset is ~hown in Figure 5.3. One can inunediatcly see 
that the frontal lOne has high EKE with values exceeding 200 an!./s2. Generally speaking, 
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there is greater EKE south of the front than there is to the north, although these results arc 
not conclusive. Overall, our re.~ults are consistent with the earlier computations of 
Richardson (1983) who calculated EKE distribution for 2° squares in the North Atlantic from 
satellite-tracked drifters and found EKE in excess of 200 cm2/s2 for the area 32° _34 0 W by 
32~ - 34 0 N, which i.~ within the Frontal Zone of this study. One item to note is the low EKE 
values in the Canary Current. ·ibis suggests that the Canary Current is a steady feature with 
little meandering or generation of eddies. 
rile average EKE was 126 m12/s' for the entire dataset. Krauss and Kitse (1984) 
found an average EKE of 100 cm2/s2 in the SUBDUCTIO:\, region. while Giannetti (1993) 
calculated a value of 102 cm2/S2. There is a noticeable change in average EKE for the 
different regional groupings. The Somhern region has an EKE of 81 cm~/S2. the Northern 
region an EKE of 157 cml./sl, while the EKE in the Frontal Zone averaged about IS] cm2j sl 
The apparent inconslslency of the Southern region's EKE versus the Northern region· .~ EKE 
can be explained by the regional distrihution of dam (mostly i.n the Southern region than in 
the Northern region). When onc considers the lat/long box averages with at least 80 daily 
observations i.n them. then the hi.gher EKE values become more apparent immediately south 
of the front 
Comparing the winter/summer seasons a gencrally higher EKE field covering the 
winter season is present cornpan:(1 to the sununer season A few isolated pockets of 200 
cm%2 could still be found in both seasons. 
3. Zonal Averages 
A ~econd type of regional average was performed using drifter data based on zonal 
averages over smal l ~r bands ...... veragcs of all daily intt:rpolatcd velocity estimates spanning 
the range oflongiwdes in one degree increments of latitude were computed. The resul ts for 
these I degree iatilUde "windows" are shown in Figure 5.4 for the lati tude range from 25'" 
N to 45 0 N. The north-so uth variability of the mean CUlTents basrAi on the drifter data is 
highlighted in these results. 
The wnaJly averaged velocity components shown in Figure 5/1 represent the mean 
conditions hased on observations of the four-year dataset. The success of the measurements 
- in lerms of the goal 10 observe statistically signilJcam rre.an currents in the SUBDUCTION 
region - has greatly improved since Giannetti (1993). Standard errors of the mean 
components are also shown in Figme 5.4 and they indicate that uncertainties are smail for 
roost latitude zones, which is expected given the large nurr:bcr of observations in this dataset. 
rhe numocr of daily interpolated observations in each zonal average is also shown in Figure 
5A. 
The east-west velocity cOJIllOnent ~ relatively weD resolved in the dataset, particular ly 
for the latitudes around the Azores Frontal Zone. TIle average eastward velocity shows a 
significant current to the east of about 5 cm/s over a band from 33 0 N to 35c N \.\'ith a peak 
of 5.4 cm!s at 33 '" N. The standard errors are less than 1.1 crn!s fOf this velocity component 
The drifter ob~eTVations have clearly isolated the mean eastward velocity in the vicinity of 
the Azores Front 
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Inunediatelyto the north and south of the fromal latitude band (within 2°) there are 
slight westward counter-currents of 0.8 crn/s to 1.8 crn/s, upposed to the direction oflhe 
inaximum currents. This is consistent with hydrographic ubservations of the A7.Ures Front 
(Strarnma and MUller, 1989). as well as recent satellite altimetry data (Cromwell et al., 1995). 
The fact that vc\ucitiJ:s arc oppositely-directed in the Frontal Zone means that averaging over 
fiXed latitude rangcs over multiple years - as was done in this study - will produce mean 
values that are much lower than instantaneous values near the front Further to the south of 
the Frontal Zone there are significant mean westward currents of 2.5 cm/s to 3.3 (:m/s in a 
broader latitude band from 25° N to 10" N These results show the return flow of the 
Azores Current and the Canaty Current. 
The zonally averaged north-south velocity component shows a stronger southward 
m::an flow north ofthe frontal zone and a weaker southward flow sOUlh of the frontal zane. 
1bcse results support OUI conceptual model of convergence on the north side of the front and 
divergence south of tile from (Figure 1.3). The standard errors of the means are of the same 
order as the mean values for this component, but this convergence and divergence pattern is 
Significant. The magnitude of the mean southward velocity is less than I em/s fo r most of the 
latirude range investigated. Between 38" Nand 43" N the value ranges from 1.2 ern/s to 
3.4 cnVs to the south, but this is often Jess than the standard errors, which range from 1.8 to 
3.9 em/so These results are encouragin g, though, as we do not have llorthward mean flow 
anywhere in the lanai averages as in Giannen.\ (1993). 
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B. FRO~TAI.. COORDTh'ATES 
1. Data Concentration 
TIle numtcr of daily observations contained in the 150 kill x 150 kill boxes in both the 
along ami cross-front coordinates relative to weekly frontal positions from the NMC analyzed 
SST data are shown in Figure 5.5 for the cn~rc four-year dataset. A maximllfT'. iJJ data 
coverage occurs near 2000 km along frOIil and 250 km cross front. Before describing the 
n~an velocity Vt"LLOfS in thi, frontal coordinate system, we note the following points from the 
frontal calculations descrihed in Cllapter TV: 1) fTOll tal locations are expected to oc least 
accurate in the eastern portion of the domain where SST data unreaListically skew the 
locations southward, paniculary in swnmer (Figure 4.16) and 2) frontal coordinate 
calcu lat ions are not meaningful. several frontal meander lengths (e_g. , a few hundred 
kilometn-s) away from Llc front. ldeally, we should remict our view of the frontal statistics 
to small cross-front locations in the western portion of the domain. However, tl-]e data 
concentra tion i~ highest in the east. Therefore, we adopt a compromise view and focus on 
a subarea within 750 km of the front in the center of the domain between SOO km and 2000 
km. The number of dai ly observations in this subarea are shown in Figure 5.6. 
2. Meall Currents 
Mean values for the four·year dataset in the fro ntal coordinate system are presented 
in Figure 5_7 for the above subarea. The associated standard errors are shown in I'i gure 5.8 
With this new perspective we see how drifters moved in relation to OUT selected fronts. We 
can clearly see a definitive front-parallel flo",· with convergence towards and divergence away 
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from the front. Sam: interesting features to highlight arc: I) strong cross-front convergence 
north of the front; 2) strong along-front flow (5 crn/s - 10 cm/s); and 3) weaker cross-front 
divergence south of the front. At + 200 km cross-front distance we again see the fast 
incoming feeder velocities of the North Atlantic Current. There is some evidence of a 
taunter-current at -400 kIn cross -front distante. 
The seasonal frontal coordinate data is much more confusing and so does not warrant 
the inclusion of a figure. Examination of this data did still manage to highlight the main 
activity we expected to see. lbe winter season had larger area covera ge. but fewer 
observations in close proximity to the front than did the summer season. Strong along-front 
flow was found between 1000 km and 2000 Ian along the wimer front. A significant 
southward moving convergrnt flow was evident for the first 500 kIn north of the front for this 
middle section. Surprisingly. there was a Significant northward moving divergent flow above 
the 2000 km - 3000 km along-front section of the front. Perhaps the SEMAPHORE 
deployment'> were responsible for this result. South of the fron t good agreement was 
obtained with the Cartesian perspective of divergent flow. The swnmer sea~on han generally 
weaker vectors. Front-parallel motion was found along the southern edge of the front 
:-'1otion was forward for the 1000 km - 2000 km along-from section and backward for the 
20Cl0 km -1000 km along-front section. 1l1ese backward, opposing motions were, however, 
in areas of low drifter observations. Where the winter season showed northward moving 
divergent flow no rt h of the front, in the summer season a weaker southward !ooving 
convergent flow was seen . 
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J. Eddy Kinetic Energy 
The eddy kinetic energy fields generally reinforced our findings from the Canesian 
perspective':. Eddy kinetic energy fields for thl: subarea an: shown in Figure 5.9. EKE values 
> ZOO l",rn2/s1 could be found only south of the front confirming the impression from the 
Cartesian ~verages. Low EKE values « 100 o;,;m'/s2) were found farther away fwm the frOnt. 
particularly on the southern sick. 
\Vithout presenting the figures, we comment on our preliminary analysis of the 
seasonal data. In wmtt'T areas of high drifter concentration showed EKE values ranging frOIf) 
60 cm' /s' to 160 mr/s-, with a peak value of 170 mIls occuring at around the 2000 km 
point. Isolate-d pockets of:> 200 an2js2 did exist in boxes containing between 50 and 100 
observations. In summer season the EKE was generally less {hall in \\'inter. A peak value of 
174 cm%2 (131 observations) was found along the central spine of the front at 1650 km. For 
IlX)st boxes with more than 100 observations EKE values ranged between 100 and 130 cml!sl. 
These two seasonal pi(;tures did not have the ne(;essary atnount~ and coverage of data to 
prov ide an unquestioned view of the seasonal variabili ty around tile Azores Front. 
4. Along-Front Averages 
For our frontal <::oordinates we also investigated along-front averages, which are 
analogous to the zonal averages of Cartesian coordinates. Strips of 150 km cross-front width 
were cxarnined for the subarea. Mean currents are shown ill Figure 5.10. These along-front 
averages were expected to help identify convergences to the immediate north (above: of the 
tront and divergence away from the front to the so ulh (below) rhese results were somewhat 
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mixed. From the aLong-front strip perspective very low mean velocities « 5 cm/s) were 
found clo.~est to front (I'igure 5.10) where we expected to find faster velocities (- 10 cmfs 
to 15 CITV'S) comparable to those in the lat/long perspective. They do, however, confirm a net 
divergence south of the front. E;<;amination of a smaller portion of the subarea, from 500 km 
to 1500 km along-front distance, revealed evidence of a net convergence north of the front. 
litis is also reflected in the mean velocities pictured in Figure 5.7. These low values seem 
at odds with the lat/long coordinate system's n:x:an values near the mean frOntal position. "Ibis 
apparent paradox can he explained by the presence of weak westward eounter-cunents within 
the frontal zone (e.g., Figure 5.1). The Cartesian perspective showed these counter-currents 
occuring about 32° Nand 35" N. This has implications for the frontal coordinate system's 
zonal mean values, since the box approach averages values within 150 km of the front­
effectively including these opposing motions with the frontal Azores Current. Thus, aIlY 
counter-currents present would cancel or at least reduce the srrength of the main east\\ian:l 
tlowing frontal current. A smaller oox size could separate these currents, but then we would 
lose the data concentration required to quantify the significance of the means. The counter­
currents do, however, set-up shears, which arc possible mechanisms for the generation of 
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Figure 5.3 Eddy kinetic energy for veloc ity averages in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.7 Mean velocities in 150 km by 150 kIll baKes with atlcasl 80 daily 
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figure 5.9 Eddy kinetic energy for v I ­e ocity averages in Figure 5.7 ­
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One of the goals of the drifter observation program in the SUBDUCTION region was 
to measure the convergence of the n1L"(ed layer ClUTcnts. This convergence is expected 
becaust of the climatologically convergent Ekman transport in the area. 111e primary 
conrributiolilO wind stress curl in the area conrs from the north-south variability of the east-
west wind stress. Hence the dominant convergence in the mixed layer i~ expected to be in the 
north-south currents. It is al~o asswncd that mean currents in the SUBDUCTION region are 
much weaker than the cllfn:nts dm: w mesoscale eddies. Because of this. large numbers of 
observations are required to obtain a statistically significant measure of meall currents. 
in Giannetti (1993). 14,(((1 plus drifter days from 36 separate drifters over a two-year 
period (1991 - 1993) were analyL.ed for mean CWTents, eddy Idnetic energy, integral time and 
length scales. and diffusivities. His study attempted to improve over the results of Krauss and 
Kase (1984), who identified the main problem as being unable to separate the mean current 
from eddy motion. They recOlT1lno:nded a much larger dataset to obmin statistically significant 
merul currents as a function of latitude. In cOlltrast to our results. Giannetti (1993) computed 
weak Ill:an meridional CWTCnts and divergence around the frontal latitudes. For comparison 
with our four-year results (Figure 5.4), the ?anal averaged currents delennint".d from his study 
are shown in Figure 6.1. lntcrarulUal variability is a possible explanatiolJ for differences 
between these two results Allhough not inves tigatt"Ai in this study, our dam allows fo r slich 
However, given the n:Slllts of Gialliletti ( 1993), and the data concentrations for 
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the following years, we don't expect the averages to be significant over cach of these single 
year periods. Thus, any interannual signal woulrlnot be resolvable above the level of noise 
A larger dataset is even IillTe critical if one wants to examine seasonal variability and 
divergence patterns. With our fo ur-year an:hive, consisting of over 52,000 drifter days from 
155 individual drifters, we have approached the necessary amount of observations to 
defmitivcly describe mean currents for the most critical areas of our study domain, namely 
the Azores Frontal Zone. This is based on our standard error vectors approaching the size 
of (or being smaller than) OUT mean velocity vectors. Seasonal variability can be seen in our 
dataset, but we are still lacking sufficient temporal and spatial coverage to statistically 
separate seasonal changes in the current patterns. 
A clear view of the mean path of the Azores Current has emerged from this study. 
rhe meandering current flows eastward around 340 N essentially straight over to the 
colltinental slope off northwest Africa. There it joins the more steady flow of the 
southwestward flowing Canary Current. A significant bifurcation of the Azores Current 
occurs west of the Madeira Plateau near 23 0 W. Weak but persistent westward 
countercurrents arc observed both north and south of the Awres Current 
One source of error, array bias due to non-uniform distribution of observations, was 
shown by Paduan et al. (1995) to be of minor importance for the four-year mean currents. 
1bey applied a maximum correction of 6 emls while most array biases were less than 2orn/s. 
Our calculations, which did flat include corrections for array bias, weft: in close agrecmenl 
Il2 
with Pa..cillall et a1. (1995). varying only in the "sharpness" of the mean cturents in the [romal 
zone to those outside the frontal zone. 
The first major goal of the thesis was to examine and compile a time history of the 
Azores Front using composited satellite images of SST, drifter trajectories, and isolated 
hydrographic surveys. This goal remains elusive given the many areas where a subjective 
interpretation was made and the difficulty of identij"ying slJb~ s,lTface katures using primarily 
SST information. For certain time periods such as a few weeks or months, in the winter or 
spring, a deflnitive front could probably be mapped. bill not consistently over a prolonged 
tirr.t: IJeliod or emire frontal zone. High resolution imagery is subject 10 multiple expressions 
of surface temperature gradients which prevent identification of the main sub-sulface dynamic 
front. Global Area Covrrage (GAC) compositing is also poor during periods of prolonged 
clourlineSS, leaving large areas vorl ofuscfuldata. High-speed drifter trajectorics were found 
to ~ not only associated with the Azores Front, but also with propagating eddies, meanders, 
and the input source of the North ALlantic Current (NAC). Sensitivity of the high-speed 
rraj~ctories and its window of applicability for an examined week did not produce enough 
trap:tory data in the frontal region to be used with any consist~ncy _ Isolated hydrographic 
surveys were just that- isolated. Existing surveys, while being very precise and defmitive, 
could only descrioc very small portions of the Azores Front and domain, ~nd only for a frw 
particular days. Frontal analYSis could be "anchored" or fixed by thesr surveys, but the rest 
ofttle front could Ix: skewed or disp laced as a result. Low r~solution imagery is only useful 
ill generating a general picture of the large area and should ]y used only to fill in data void 
areas of the high resolution imagery. A very subjective frontal analysis conductt".d over the 
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entire four-year time period did, however. produce a quite reasonable climatological picture 
of the Azores Front in the we~tern ponion of the study area (Figure 4.IG). 
Despite these limitations, we can make a few conclusions from our case study using 
the high resolution GAC composite imagery: (I) The Azores Front fluctuates naturally over 
a range between 32 0 Nand 36 <> N, (2) the Al.Ores Front and other mesoscale phenomena 
such as eddies, Je ts. and meanders persist and vary slowly over a weekly time frame, (3) 
strOng and variable currents occur nonh and west of the front, which are responsible for the 
higher EKE values obtained in our regional analysis, and (4) multiple SST fronts in t'ne GAC 
data coupled with seasonal surface warming makes it nearly impossible to routinely detect the 
location of the sub-surface Awres Front using only this data source. 
We have shown that we can deflfritivtly describe the mean currents of the Canary 
Basin using conventional Eulerian iatitude/longitude oox averaging, but this method carmot 
adequately describe the small-scale circulations in the immediate vicinity of the frontal tone 
As the frontal feature is continuously moving and changing shape, its migration effectively 
"contaminates" data Ihat specifically measure mOlion relative to the fronl. Derived 
parameters of convergence/divergence, vorticity, momentum and heat flux, and vertical 
motion need accurate horizontal current information that evolves as the Azores Front evolves. 
Thus, we have a strong rcquirerrrnt to evaluate the processes in terms of a frontal coordinate 
system. 
The second main goal was to develop !his frontal coordinatc system. We 
accomplished lItis goal, producing an orthogonal cwvilinear system which has been optimized 
to take advantage of the matrix handling capabilities of the Mt\TLAR progralnming code 
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This ~ylern was able to transform driftt:r positions and vdocitie~ in latitude/longitude space 
to front-nonnal/front-parallel space. 
Given the subjct:live: frontal hiEtoryproduc:.:ed from the low resolution composite l\':vlC 
SST data, we can only make basic conclusions about our drifter statistics Ilsing this new 
coordinate systt:lTL Improvement in frontal positioning can come from the Navy's Optimum 
Thermallnterpolation System (ODS). OTlS is an ocean thermal analysis product developed 
for real-time operational use at the Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center 
(F1'<?vtOC). [t has become the centerpiece of the Navy's analysis and prediction capabilities 
both ashore and afloat. OTIS Version I became operatio nal at FNi\1OC on Northern 
Hemisphere and Southern H<",misphere 63 x 63 polar stereographic grids in July 1988. The 
system was subscquentlyupgraded to vt:rsion 1.1 in July J989, doubling the spatial resolut ion 
to 125 x 125 polar stcreographic grids. This gives an effective resolu tion from about 100 km 
in the tropics to about 16() kIn in thc midlatitudcs. Details on the development and 
methodology of OTIS 1.0 can be found in Clancyet al. (1990). Details on the improvements 
made by OTIS 1.1 can be found in Clancy et al. (1992). A regional scale version (OTIS 3.0) 
was de~igncd to resolve Jresoscale features, such as fronts and eddies. in areas dominated by 
strong thermal gradients. Nominal grid spacing is 22 km. Two regions are cUTTently in 
operational use: Gulf Stream and Kuroshio_ The installation of a new supercomputer at 
FNMOC has enabled the extension of the regional eddy· resolving OTIS 3.0 of CUmmings and 
19naszewski (199\) to basin-scale, and eventual global scale domains. rhe Azores Front is 
now routinely bogused as an extension of the Sargasso Front 
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Analysis of the Awres From using high-resolution (1.1 km) LAC AYHRR SSTdatl 
has been done four times a week in support of OTIS since 1991 at the Naval Warfighting 
Support Center located at the Naval Ot:eanography Office (NA VQCEANO) in Bay St. 
Louis, Mississippi. Earlier analyses defined the front using on the order of 50 points 
(positions). Later analyses became more automated with less smoothing and kept smaller 
S(;ale undulations longer. These later style analyses produce a frontal position containing on 
the order 150 - 200 points (Moshier, personal communication, 1995). Comparison of 
bogused Azores Front positions from the 1990 - 1993 time frame with the positions 
determined in this study shows the Navy product more closely follows the cast-west path of 
tbe Azores Current than deduced from the drifter trajectories and SST, particularly in the 
Results from this section appear to support both schools of thought regarding the 
sutxiuction process in the Canary Basin. Large area convcrgence is evident throughout the 
north side of the front, while there is also support fOf tbe type of frontal 
convergence/divergence hypothesized by Nii1er and Reynolds, (1984) and observed in at least 
one location by Rudnit:k and Luyten (l995). Although the mUlti-year drifter statistics cannot 
defiIUtively distinguish between competing theories of distributed versus frontal-based 
suoouction, these results tend to conftrm the latter hypothesis, partit:ularly for the Cartesian 
zonal averages. The complete seasonal surfat:e current pattern hypothesized by Niilcr and 
Reynolds (1984; Figure 1.3) ""ill require neuer seasonal distributions of drifter data. 
Seasonal valiability was investigated in the sense that extreme summer versus winter 
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conditions were described, but the present dataset is not sufficient to map details of seasonal 
characteristics 
B. RECOMMENDATlONS 
111e primary recommendation for proceeding from this point is to improve the frontal 
detection and location. Given a morc accurately located front , the frontal coordinate systtm 
could give a reliable picture of how drifters arc moving in relation to the front. A highly 
accurate frontal position would in turn gjvc liS high confidence in the derived pmamelcrs 
Progress in this arena is Just now bcgirming to achieve this potential. The French group of 
Hernandez. Lc Traon, and MOJTOW (1995) have shown good qualitative agreement bet\.\'cen 
satellite altimetry taken from the TOPEX(Poseidon joint US!francc mission and ERS· L 
corresponding dee:p-drogued (150 m) drifters, and three hydrographic surveys. Satellite 
altimetry has the capahility to resolve smaller scale strucrures and show the magnitudes and 
directions of the geostophie shears. TIley show agreement in dynamic height mapping from 
the above mentioned ~nsors (Hernandez et al.. 1(95). Drifter statistical analysis using the 
dataset described in this thesis should also be': done using the Azores Front locations bogused 
into OTTS for comparison with OUT results 
Besides se.a surface temperature and satellite altimetry, ocean color can also aid in the 
mapping of the Azores Front. Fronts are known to be locations of high biological 
productlyity, providing us an opponunity TO detect the mass of plankTOn and algae convergent 
there. Otlorophyll concentrations and other pigment, will be measured ill the ncar future 
when the Sea\Vifs ocean color satellite is launched sometime ill 1996 In the ncar future all 
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the differen t in-situ data (hydrography, drifters. floats, current meters) will be combined \0 
better estimate the dynamic topography. This, in tum, will provide good reference dara for 
the precise validation for TOPEX/Poseidon and ERS- J in the open ocean. 
Other primary recolTunendation s involve improvements to the frontal coordinate 
system processing used in this study. Improvements can be made to this system that an.:ount 
for the distance a drifter observation is away from the fron l and the positioning/oriellfation 
of the front. The closest drifters need to have a highly accurate picture of the front to record 
the nuances of the small-scale circulation, while far away drifters need only to know the 
general shape of the front to show their relative morion (Figure 4.1 7) . This can bcdone with 
an incorporated decorreiation function and angle and distance formulas that vary with the 
distance to the front. 
This topic of calculating dri fter statistics llsing a frontal coordinate system should be 
applied to other regions. Highly accurate frontal positions are available for the Gulf Strcam 
and Kuroshio Current. Calcu lating velocity st.atistics in frontal coordinates should help 
resolve secondary circulations around thosc important fronts 
Of coune. a recolTlIl"X:ndation for contin ued deplo~nts of drifters needs to be made 
More data is a never-ending hattIe cry, but it is necessary to improve the statistical reliability 
of the averages calculated and to characterize the crrors. In particular. th e transmitter duty 
cycle used in the sutxiuction drifters in order to reduce ARGOS tracking costs seriOllsly 
impedcs the accuracy of the drifter observations because of the inability to measure and futer 
out inertial motions. Additional hydrographic effort should be targeted at improv ing the 
liS 
baseline knowledge of the Azores Front, which is mapped from the .\1id-Allamic Rise to the 
North African l:ontinental shelf 
Funhcr dynamical insights will be gained by investigating the heat. momentum, and 
energy balances in the SUBDUCTION region from long-term drifter observations combined 
with improved surface temperature, dynamic heighl, and wind forcing da ta. These insights 
will lead us to Ihe predictive link we seek bt:tween the mixed layer and the upper thermocline 




APPENDIX A. THERMAL REJ\.WTF. SENSING OF THE OCEAN 
A. 	 ELECTROMAGNETIC (EM) EMISSION FROM THE SEA SURFACE 
TIlI;:nnal emission from the ocean surface covers the entire spectrum from the near LR 
to the MW anr! peaks ncar 10 Jim. In the IR region the most appropriate spectral regions 
correspond to the 3-4,um and 10- 12 ,Lim atmospheric windows_ Though the emitted 
radiation at 10 ,urn is stronger than at 3 f.[m, the sensitivity to surface temperature variation 
i~ Significantly larger at the shorter wavelength. The relative sensitivity is given by the ratio 
oflhe derivative of Planck's spccr::-al brightness relative to temperature 
I as c 2 exp(c2/J.~ (A.J) 
S aT AT' exp(c,lJ.D - I 
spec tral radiant emittance in W/m' (watts per unit wavelength per unit area) 
k == llo!tz:manllconstant 1.38x lO·2!Ws/°K 
1.:2 = cli/k 1.44 x 10-2 TIl OK 
where S is the spectral distribution of radiation from a black bocty given by 
AS 	 ech(AkT - 1 
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In most of th~ near infrared region c2 » AT; then, 
1 as c, (A.3) 
s aT AT' 
For the near fR region then the relative sensitivity at 3 ~m is about 33 times higher 
than the sensitivity at 10 ~m In addition. the error due to water vapor in the 3-4p..m region 
is significantly lower than in the 10 ~m region. On the other hand, the error due to aerosol 
scattering is significantly higher at the shorter wavelengths (Rayleigh scattering). These facts 
have led to the usc of multispectral observations to correct for humidity and aerosol effects 
(Elachi . 1987). 
High-resolution IR radiometers have been flown on a number of NOAA satel lites in 
polar orbits since 1966. Ln most cases the atmospheric window from 10.S to 12_5 p..m has 
been used, but its use for detennining absolute sea surface temperature has often been 
secondary to its use for imaging of clouds and thermal fronts associated with ocean currents 
and upwelling (Legeekis, 1978). Radiometers of improved quality. such as the Advanced 
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), with two and three aonospheric window 
Cilanllels. have permitted development of methods to retricve absolute SST of far better 
accuracy than was possible with single window systems (Strong and McClain, 1984) 
A technique for producing SST based on single window JR measurem~nts was used 
from 1979 until 1981. This technique, called Global Operational Sea Surface Temperature 
Computation (GOSSTCOMP), did not permit adequate cloud filtering and water vapor 
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corrections (McClain. 11)71); Strong and Pritchard, 1980). COITt'".ction for atmospheric 
attenuation, principally by \vater vapor, can amoum up to 8 to 10 °c for w;urn, moist 
atmosph~res in the 10.5 to 12.5 .Urn data (J\-laul, 1984). Empirical corrections havc been 
generally unsatisfactory; evt'"n those based on moistun: information from aunospheric 
soundt'"IS on the same spact'"craft have been inadequate. Accw'ate corrections are possible 
with coincidcnt in situ radiosondc measurements, a situation that is reJatively rare over the 
open occan (Rao et aI., 19(0) 
B. MIJLTICHANNEL SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE PROCESSING 
Tn 1981 , rht'" Multichannel Sca Surface Temperaturc (:\1CSST) technique becamc 
operational. The technique makes use of various combinations of the five channels of 
A YH.RR in the initial and critical cloud mtering stagt'"s of the procedwe. (McClain e t al., 
1985). In the absence of clouds, icc, or relatively intense sun glint, the oct'"-<ins appear quite 
dark compared with clouds, so appropriate thresholds havc been established for lhe 
bidire<;tional reflectancc in Channell (0.51110 0.611 ;Urn) or Channel 2 (0.725 to 1.1 ;urn). 
Principal c loud tests, however, take advantage of the Small-scale spatial uniformity of fields 
of occan surfac~ temperature and visible spectrum (Y1S) reflcctancc, air mass moisture, and 
the low level of noise in the A VHRR data. In thc daytimc the cloud filter rejects those small 
scansput an'ays (2 x 2 or 3 x 3) with variabilitics of more than about 0.3 0/, in reflectance. 
Nighttirn; cloud lests arc based on temperature thresholds (many clouds are co ld er than thl:: 
coldest ocean surface) am on temperature wliformity in the spatial sense. This is particularly 
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true for clouds that do not fill the radiorrx:ter field-of-view (FOY). The nighnime cloud filter 
rejects scanspot arrays whose IR temperature varies by marc than 0.2 Cc (Rao et al., 1990). 
Interchannel IR temperature comparisons are also useful for cloud detection, 
especially at night. Comparisons are also critical in those cases that fail spatial ullifomtity 
tests (e.g., an exrremely uniform cloud that completely fills the radiometer FOY). Since the 
reflectivity of doud water droplets is greatcr at 3.7 Mm than it is at II or 12 Mm, this 
significantly lowers the 3.7 Mm temperature relative to cither of the other window 
temperatures. This gives us another means of nighl1imc cloud detection (Rao et al., [99U) 
The fundamental basis for making atmospheric attenuation corrections to satcllite­
ba>ed IR temperatures is differential absorption in the various atmospheric window regions 
of the spectrwn (McMillin and Crosby, 1984). Differing IR temperatures measured by the 
A YHRR channels observing the same spot lead to highly linear relation between any pair of 
lR temperatures and the correction needed. Tests using substantial numbers of satellite and 
fixed-buoy measurerrx:nts (matched to within 25 km anrl24 hours) enabled the derivation of 
operational temperature depenrlent bias eoO'r.ctions for MCSST equations (Rao et aI., 1990) 
An example of operational MCSST equations is given below for the A VHRR on 
NOAA-9 (lR temperarures in Kelvin yield MCSST in Ce[sills) 
T==3.G4xTu - 2.66 XT12 - 267.96 (AA) 
Daytime (using split-window challJle\s) 
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T '" 0.99 x Tn + 1.01 x T1, ·0.99 X T'2 . 273.28 (A.5) 
Nighttime (using three channels) 
Measureml;":nlS from MCSST 100 km and 50 kin daily field analyses validated with 
drifting buoy data show biases within .../- 0.1 °c and accuracies from 0.4 to 0.6 °c (McClain 
et aI. , 1985) 
The rnosl serious limitation of the MCSST technique is that essentially cloud-free 
FOVs are req uired. Multi-day compositing permits satisfactory mapping of the temperamre 
field in aU but the rnost persistently cloud covered regions. Anomalously high concentrations 
of atmo spheric aerosol, such as those associated with severe volcanic eruptions or intense 
dust stonn~. occasionally degrade IR-based SST, though progress has already been made with 




API-'ENUIX B. FRONTAL COORDINATE SYSTEM MATLAB CODE 
% 

% CUR VrWr~TER.M 

Program loads in the Azores Front from a location file. 
% Front is detennined by selecting a characteristic 
% temperature. (Winter 1994) 
% 
% Calculate along front and cross front distances to each 
% drifter observation during the time frame. Plot drifter 
locations and their velocities. Plot the front. 
% 
% Calculate Points of Intersection to the front and th e 
% relative along front and cross front velocities. 
% Save new data 10 a file 
% 
caJlstart 
% Open list of )\,lvlC SST weekly data files 
listl~ame == 'winter94. lst'; 
fl =fopen(listi'Jame:r'); 
if (fl <0) 
error«(listName,' not opened properly. TERMINATED'] ) 
eud 
% Open list of interpolated FrOn! position files 
listNameZ == 'winterfront2.1st'; 
f2 == fopen( listNameZ,'r'); 
if (f2<O) 
enor([listi\1amc, not opened properly .. TERMINATED ']) 
cod 
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%- Open ntw big filt for transformed coordinates 

fS =- fopen('Wintcr94','w'); 





% Rcad in NMC SST daTa file 

posjile "" fgetl(fl): 

TIlis is what breaks out of the infinite whik loop 
% Breaks out when you reach end of listName file. 

if -isstrCpos_file), break, end; 

counter'" counter + 1; 

Dccomposc NMC tcmperature file 
nameA '" num2str(pos_fIlc); 
f3 = fopen(nameA:r'); 
ip '" filldstr(pos_file,'.') ; 
if (strcmp(rnonthname, 'January') = 1) 
lTlonthstop '" 1; 
elseif (strcmp(monthname, 'February') = 1) 
monthstop '" 2; 
elscif (strcmp(rnomhname, 'March') == 1) 
monthstop '" 3; 
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elseif (srrcmp(momhname, 'Mai) == I) 
monthstop = 5; 
elseif (su-cmp(momhname, 'Junc') '='''' I) 
momhstop - 6; 
I ) 
elseif (sm;mp(momhname, 'September') == 1) 
monthslop "" 9; 
elseif (strcmp(rnont hname, 'October') == I) 
rnonthSlOp = 10; 
elseif (sucmp(momhname, 'November') == I) 
monthslop '" 11 ; 
elseif (strcmp(monthname, 'December') = 1) 
monthslOp = 12; 
,,' 
% Read in l\111C SST data into an array 
dat '" fscanf(f3:%g ',[4 1,21]); 
dat '" dat '; 
index = find(da! < 0.001); 
da t(index) = NaN .* ones(1ength(inde;o;), I) 
disp(") 
% Find Start and SlOp dales to match 
% with Drifter Observations of the same pcrioo 
if (yearstop < 1991 & yearstop > 1995) 
error([ 'Data unavailable.' ]); 
,,'
if (monthstop < I I monthslop > 12) 
error([,Ending month not entered correctly']); 
end 
if (daystop < I I daystor > 31) 




if ((rnonthslOp ~=" 4 I .. 
momhstop == 6 I .. 
rnonthstop ==9 I . 
11)& .. 
stopdate == 0.000; 
if (ycarslOp == 95) 





startdate == stopdate - 6; 
% Set Domain 
minLat= 25; 
jj (minLat < 0 I minLat > 90) 




maxLaI == 45; 
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if (max Lat < 0 I maxLat > 90 I maxLat < minLat) 












maxLat := maxLat + dtLat: 

maxLon := maxLon + dtLon; 

lonGrid '" mi.llLon:dtLon:maxLon; 

latGrid := min Lat:dtLat:maxLat; 

gridlon := length(lonGrid); 

lonlen '" num2srr(gridlon-I ); 

gridla t '" lcngth(latGrid); 

latlen '" num2srr(gridlat-I); 




























Contour Tempcratures and Calculate Gradient 
% Label Plot 






Overlay Interpolated Drifter Ohservations which match the 
% the N1IIfC coverage 
addpath('/homc/usr4/brownj/thesis/'); 
values3 = []: 




latO = []; 
DAlD =(]; 
timeO"-'[j: 
TIMEO == [1 ; 
CRITOBS == []; 
% Load Master drifter file with the daily interpolated 




critobs4 '" 0; 
% Find all drifters that match the selection criteria 
index3 '" tind(DAT3(:,5) >= rninLon & 

OA1'3(:,5) <'" maxLon & .. 

DAD(:,4) >= minLat &_ . 

DAT3(:,4) <= maxLat & 

DAT3(:.8) >= startdalc & 

DAT3(:.8 ) <= slopdatt); 

values3 = [values3; DAT3(index3,:);] ; 
rr3,c31 '" size(DATI); 
numobs3(counterJ)=r3; 
obs3 =num2SII(rJ); 
disp(['Number of observations in this c.mat file is ',obs3]) 
dispC') 
critobs3 '" num2srr(length(index3»: 
disp(['Observations meeting sd ection cri teria '. cnlohs3]) 
dispC ') 
critobs4 ", !:str2num(critohsJ); 
critobs4 :critobs4'; 
CRITOBS '" (CRTTOBS; crilObs4;] : 
% Plot Drifter Observations 
plot(DAT3(index3,5), DAT3(index3,4), 'or') 
% Plot Driftcr Velocities 
[Ax,Sf] :mercat([·45,·5],[2S,45l); 
set(gca, 'AspectRatio', tAx ,Sf] ): 
uVel = DAT3(index3.6); 
vVel == DAT3(indcx3,7); 
h I == arrowp!ot(DAT3(index3,5). DAT3(indcx3,4), 
DAT3(index3,6), DAT3(index3,7). *Sf, 111 0, w-'): 
set(hl. 'Clipping'. 'otr); 
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% Plot Seale Arrows 
x51=·IO: 
ySI = 27 .5: 
uSl = lO; 
\iSI = 0; 
yS2 == 26.5; 
uS2 = 25: 
vS2 = 0; 
·w·'); 
timeO == [DAT3(index3,8)]: 
TIMEO == [TIMEO; timeO;J; 
DATO == LDAT3(index3,S), DAT3(ind~x3,4)J; 
ALLDRIF == [ALLDRIF; DATO;J; 
% Criteria Observations 
10ngO = ALLDRlF(:.1); 
latO = ALLDRlF(:,2); 
LrO,cO] == silc(ALLDRIF); 
% Read in Sorted, Interpolated Front Location data file 
addpath('lhome/u l/eook/Brown/lnterpSortl)· 
fronUile == fgetl(f2); 
% This is what breaks out of the infinite while loop. 
% Breaks out when you reach end of listName file. 
if -issu(froncfile), break, end; 




frontdate '" num2su(slopdate); 

frontttemp '" front_file(ip2+ ! :length(n-ontname»; 

f4 '" fopen(fronmame,'r'); 
DA TF - fscanf(f4,' %g %g %g %g',[4, inf]); 
DATF",OATP; 
longF '" DATF(:,1); 
latF '" DATF(: .2): 
rrF,c i-'l '" size(DATF); 
% Plot Azores Front 
p [ot(longF(:), latF(:), '.m') 
p]ot(longF(1 :20:length(longF», latF( I :20:]ength(latF», 'om') 
orient [aIldscaplo: 
hold off 
% Calculate Cross Front Distances 
distto(ronl= [rO,rF): 
fori= l: rO 
forj'" l:rF 
disttofront(i,j) = greatcircJe(latO(i)JongO(i),iatF(j)JongF(j»; 
NORMDlST == []; 

ALLDRIFNOR.\1 '" [J; 

normindex '" zeros(l,rO); 

nonndist == zeros( I ,rO); 

for k '" l:rO 

mindistl == [i,min(disttorront(k,:»]; 

[mlndist2, minindex] '" min(rusttofront(k,:»; 

NOR..~·1DIST == [NORJvtDIST; mind is tll: 

normindex(k) == minindex; 
normdisl(k)==mindi st2; 
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ALLDRIFNOR.\1 .. [ALLDRIFNORM; [mindist2, minindex];J; 
"d 
% Calculate Along Front Distances 
alongdist == 0.0; 
ALOKGFRONT == [0, 1]; 
for I == 2:rF 
incrdist .. greatcirclc(latF(l-l ),longF(l- l ),latF(l),\ongF(l)); 
alongdis! = incrdist + alongdist; 
ALOKGFROl\.TT == rALONGFRONT; [alongdistJ];1; 
% Construct Polygon 
longP == !ongP'; 

laIP == latP'; 

% Check whe ther Drifters are "Inside" or "Outside" 

% the Front 

po\yindex = insidc1(longO, latO, longP, latP); 

signchange == fmd(polyindex === 1); 

normdist(signchangl:) == _1.01< nonndist(signchange); 

% Perform Drifter Calculations 

drifterdata .. [J; 

frontdata .. []; 

intersectdata = U; 

rotat.t:data == [j; 

long1 == []; 

l a~1 == []: 

lon gV "" lJ: 

latV = o· 

VERTFRONf == [J; 

DRlFTVERT = r1; 
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sOlllh == 3; 
























CTossvell = Z(;10s(l,rO): 

form = l :rO 
Find Points of Intersection 
longl ", (longT; longF(normindex(m»;]; 

latl = [latI; JatF(nonnindex(m»;J; 

% Find Vertex Points for the Right Spherical Triangle 
Calculate Front to Vertex Point Distances 
vertdist == greatcircle(latJ(m),long L(m),la tV(rn),JongV(m»: 
VERTFRQNT", [VERTFRONT; [vertdist,m);J; 
% Calculate Drifter to Vertex Point Distances 
bascdiSI;; greatcircle(latO(m) JongO(m),latV(m),longV(m»: 
DRTFTVERT - [ORlFTVERT; [basedis\,m]:l ; 
Calculate Angle between Drifter Latitude 
% and Frontlntcrsection Point 
!37 
% Calculate Front Slopes at the Intersection Points 
else 
slopc(m)=(iatF(norrnindcx(m)+ I) - latF(norrnindex(m)-1 »/... 
(iongF(norrnindex(rn)+I) -longF(nonnindex(m)-I»; 
% Test for Degenerate Cases 
else 
slope(m) == s]ope(rn); 
cod 
% Check whether Along Front distances are increasing 
% to the East or West 
if (nonnindex(m) -= rF) 
if (longF(nonnindcx(m)+l) > longF(nonnindex(m») 

direction(m) = east; 

pointcr(m,:) == streast; 

elseif (longF(nurrnindex(m)+1) < lungF(norrnindex(m») 

direction(m) == west; 

pointer(m,:) == strwest; 

ebeif (IatF(norrnindex(m)+ I) <= ]atF(noffilindex(m») 
dir~ction(rn) = south; 
pointer(m,:) = strsouth; 
,]", 
e lse 
if (longF(normindex(m» > longF(normindex(m)- I» 

direction(m) = east; 

pointer(m,:) == streast; 

elscif (longF(normindex(m» < longF(nomlindex(m)-J» 
direetion(m) == west; 
pointer(m,:) = StTwcst; 
elscif (latF(nonnindex(m» <= latF(nonnindex (m)- I» 

direction(m) == south: 





direction(m) = north; 





% Calculate Rotation Angle For Change to 
% Curvilinear Orthogonal Coordinates 
if (direction(m) == east) 

if (latO(m) > latr(m)) 

if (slopc(rn) < 0) 

ROlangle(m) == -(90 DangleA(m»; 

e1seif (s]ope(m) > 0) 









elseif (latO(m) < latI(m» 

if (slope(m) < 0) 

RotangJe(m) == -(90 DangleA(m»; 

elseif (slope(rn) > 0) 





Rotangle(m) = 0; 

else 
Rotangle(m) '" 0; 
"d 
dseif (direction(m) = west) 
if (latO(m)> latl(m» 
if (slope(m) <0) 
Rotangle(m) = (90 + DangJeA(m)); 
e lseif (slope(m) >0) 
Rotangle(m) = -(90 + DangleA(m»; 
else 
Rotangle(m) = - 180; 
eod 
e lseif (latO(m) < latl(m» 
if (slope(m) <0) 
Rotang1e(m) = (90 + DangleA(m»; 
e lseif (slope(m) > 0) 
Rotang1e(m) = -(90 + DangleA(m»; 
e lse 




elseif (direction(m) == south) 
if (longO(m) > longl(m» 
Rotangle(m) = -90; 
elseif (longO(m) < Jongl(m» 
Rotangle (m) = -90; 
else 
RotangJe(m) = 0; 
eod 
elseif (direcrion(m) == north) 
if (longO(m) > longl(m)) 
Rotangle(m) '" 90; 
elseif (longO(m) < longI(m» 
Rotangle(m) = 90; 
else 
Rotanglc(m) = 0; 
"d 
oed 
alpha(m) = Rotangle(m)." pi/ISO; 
140 
Colkn All Data 
interseetdata = Linterse<.:tdata: llongI(m), latI(m)];l: 

rOlatedata = [rotatcdata; [direction(m), s!ope(m), Rotangk(mij:]; 

end 
% Display Data 
141 
print 
% Write New Data to Big File 
% Close aJJ files 
end 
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